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NEXT WEEK: A NEW LOOK. SEE BACK PAGE.
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Thursday
June 1, 1989

Summer is here and so
are the summer people.
Some come for the
mountains, others for the
beaches. Some stay for the
summer, others just for the
weekend. Some come to
spend their money - and
some come to earn it.
As the annual migration
begins, many Vacationland
businesses are catering as
much to their prospective
employees as they are to the
vacationers. For those
employees, most of whom
are students, summer means
making money.
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Portable • Practical
Priceless

THE
FOREVER
DRESS
Lots of Colors and Patterns
100% cotton_ $84
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TICK TALK

\ the house of stiles

I·~·~·I·l)·~·~

125 Main Street,
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A free list and location guide to the best of Grcater Portland.
Distributed at participating merchants. Look for us or call for locations.

Yarmouth 846-4232
Monday- Saturday
9:30-5:00

482 Congress Street, Portland, Maine 04101 ·772-0600

NOW OPEN!
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BRASS AND COPPER
HANDICRAFTS IN
KASHMIR!. EGYPTIAN &
ARABIC STANDARD STYLES.
PAKISTANI. ONYX &
LOCAL ARTISTS.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK. 10- 10

* Video Rental * Compact Discs * Audio Tapes *
* Cassettes *- Nintendo * Free Popcorn
"Action Packed" -

The Progressive Music Video Store

24 U.S. Route 1, Yormouth, ME 04096 (207) 846-4711

Yarmouth Marketplace

Names Project Quilt
packs the Expo
The Names Project Quilt,
the mammoth, cloth memorial to people who have died
of AIDS, drew 9,500 people
during its four-day stay at the
Portland Expo. The AIDS
Project, which brought the
quilt to Portland, will be sending about 39 Maine panels to
San Francisco to join the big
quilt at the end of its tour of
the U.S. and Canada.

Boat sewage in S.P.
In an effort to reduce the

Chuckie

"Two Thumbs Up" - The Whiny Guy and The Fat Guy
"A Must See" - Jill Doe

Super Contact
CVICH51.

MOST HANDCRAFTED IMPORTS

IN BRIEF: Lyme disease creeps into Maine

KASHMIR IMPORTS
• 10 EXCHANGE ST. FIRST LEVEL. OLD PORT. M-SAT. 11-5.

@ntinenta.l@

amount of raw sewage
dumped off boats, marinas in
South Portland may be asked
by that city to install sewage
pumping facilities. Although
it's illegal to dump sewage
within three miles of shore,
boat owners don't have many
options. The South Portland
proposal would give them a
legal, environmentally sound
way to get rid of waste. Sewage would then be pumped to
the treatment plant. The four
major marinas in South Portland can accomodate 550
boats. There are an additional
1000 moorings in Portland
harbor.

- - - - Better By Design

• Original Equipment on Audi, BMW, Ml:rcl"<ks Ben::.
Porschc, 5AAB, VolksW3h>en, and Volvo

,

(Qnnnentill ~.
....

• Now available at wholesale prices at
h'l't:atl'r Portland's l'xc\usiVl' Continent,,1 dealer.
• Pic'llsc

Payne Rd, Scarborough
(14 mile so. of the mall)
Phone:

883~84 73

Jetport expansion
jumps schedule

GIll

(or extraordinary customer ,;crvic,·.

n.e.w. tile,

new england wholesale tires

.
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FREE FILM plus
FREE EXTRA PRINTS
every day of the week with the

,~~~B~IG DEAL!

Located on Beautiful Bowdoin College Campus, Brunswick, Me.

In spite of a long-tenn plan
for expanding the Portland
Jetport, Portland's jetport expansion committee has given
in to pressure from two airlines to quickly build an additional tenninal. US Air and
United both want more space
at the jetport, and have submitted a plan for a smail, fourgate tenninal near the current
terminal. The committee gave
approval for the $7 million
building, which the airlines
will design and build, said
Tom Valleau, Portland transportation director. The committee will ask the city council to put a bond issue on the
November ballot so that Portlanders may vote on backing
this phase of the expansion.

Victoria Crandall- Executive and Artistic Director

June 13-25
June 27 - July 9
July 11-30
August 1-13
August 15: 27
Tues.-Sat.

8,oop.m"

ror Tickets and
Information call;

BRlGADOON
THE MUSIC MA,N
THE KING AND I
ANYrHING GOES

NUNSENSE
Wed" Fri., Sun.

2:00 p.m.

7-25• 8769

-Hannah Holmes

Ooops...

.

We were given incorrect
info about the Westbrook
Dental Clinic featured in our
May 18 cover story. The real
story: the clinic is open September through April; there
are no age limits for receiving
tooth sealants; three years, not
six, is the lower age limit on
teeth cleaning; registered
dental hygenists and a dentist supervise the students.

A recent Newsweek cover precautions every time we go studying mice, deer and dogs
and flagging through brush for
story treated Lyme Disease as outside," he said.
June and July are peak ticks, the project has a sketchy
an epidemic sweeping the
country, but the reports of the months for human infection so map of where infected ticks are
hikers, campers and islanders in Maine.
disease in Maine are few.
"The tick is present in southThere have been three con- are advised to take precautions:
finned cases of Lyme Disease wear long pants tucked into ern and mid-coast Maine. And
among Mainers during the past socks, wear insect repellant and we're quite certain the tick has
three years, according to the check for ticks after being out- advanced inland in southern
Maine," said Dr. Peter Rand,
Maine Disease Control office. doors.
one
of the three people inTimothy-Friel is a veterinarOne was in Cumberland
volved
in the Lyme Project. The
County, the others in York ian treating one of the two
infected tick has
County. There
been positively
have also been
identified in York
two dogs diagCounty,
Cape
nosed, both in
Elizabeth
and
the Greater Portsome
islands
inland area.
cluding
Mt.
DesLyme Disease
ert Island. The
was identified in
Project is continu1975 in Lyme,
ingitsstudies this
Connecticut. It is
year to fill in the
spread by inmap with more
fected deer ticks
detail.
that live in
Although the
wooded
and
deer ticks,
tiny
grassy areas and
like to feast on
Lynre-carrytng deer tick, left; common dog tick, right.
not the bigger,
darker dog ticks,
mice, deer, dogs,
cats and humans. Humans and Lymed dogs, a dog that lives in are carriers of Lyme Disease,
animals bitten by the tick ixodes South Portland and was often the Lyme Disease Projectwants
dam mini usually develop a walked at Crescent Beach. Friel to see any ticks found, esperound rash and flu-like symp- suggested keeping pets out of cially from the Casco Bay istoms including fever, head- tall grass and woods during lands. If you find a tick on
aches and fatigue. The rash these months when ticks are yourself, a child or pet, Rand
appears between two days and 100kingforahome.Spraysand asks that you put it in a little
five weeks after the bite. While powders are also recom- bottle with 70% alcohol (or any
spirits will do) and send it to:
Lyme Disease is not fa tal, if it's mended.
At this point there is little
Maine Lyme Disease Projnot treated right away with
antibiotics it can lead to arthri- infonnation on the Maine pres- ect, Research Dept., Maine
tis as well as heart and nervous ence of these comma-sized Medical Center, Portland
ticks. The Maine Lyme Disease 04102. Include your name and
system complications.
Dr. Peter Rand, director of Project at Maine Medical Cen- number, and what the tick was
research at Maine Medical ter, with help from state agen- doing when you found it.
For a Lyme Disease Fact
Center, said he wants people to cies, did preliminary studies
summer
and
fall
to
deterSheet
write: Disease Control
last
be aware of the disease but not
mine
where
the
ticks
are
and
State
HouseStation
11 Augusta
to be panicked by it. "We
many
are
here.
After
04333,
or
call
289-3591.
l\ow
haven't reached the stage, like
-Kelly Nelson
places south of here, to take
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The sensuality of old books

VIEWS
A bitter pill?
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COVER STORY
Christine McConvill.
Photos by Tonee Harbert
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Non-silver photography
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Let summer begin ...
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Maine businessfolk talk ethics
about ethics in business. The
next challenge for his company,
he said, is to find a balance
between priorities: on the one
hand, the priority to grow and
increase profits; on the other
the priority to be a good neighbor, employer and corporate
citizen.
"Being ethical and being
smart usually end up at the
same place," he said. However,
neither he nor any other businesspeople went so far as to
suggest that ceasing to grow,
ceasing to encourage consumerism, was the socially responsible thing to do ..
While admitting it is a fundamental question for the
group, Chappell said, "I do
think we can find a quality of
progress that is sustainable."
The Maine meeting is one in
a series of organizational meetings being held throughout
New England. Others have
been held in Massachusetts,
New Hampshire and Vennont.
The NEBASR's first news-

Thursday
June 1, 1989
24 pages
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DOING WELL BY DOING GOOD
A handful of Maine businesses are joining forces to
support their socially responsible ideals. People from about
40 Maine businesses met in
Portland on May 30 to talk
about a Maine chapter of the
New England Business Association for Social Responsibility (NEBASR).
Ben Cohen, famous cofounder of Ben and Jerry's in
Vennont, is among the key
players in organizing NEBASR.
Other businesses include
health food stores, computer
companies and fitness centers.
Tom's of Maine, the Kennebunk manufacturer of natural toothpastes and shampoos,
hosted the Maine meeting. Also
hailing from Greater Portland
were Harper Computers, Enchanted Forest book store and
The Whole Grocer. L.L. Bean,
UNUM and Hannaford Brothers were among bigger businesses that expressed interest.
Tom Chappell, founder of
Tom's, talked to the group

Casco Bay Weekly

v"·,,. ·.· .",. ",.,. TAGE
Bigfoot is seen in Portland

letter describes the 27 current
members as "a group of unique
businesses dedicated to the
following ideals: The ending of
world hunger and promoting
of economic and social justice.
The protection of our environment. A world in peace and
free from anned conflict. The
promotion of human rights in
every arena and every nation."
NEBASR members are
asked to commit to a code of
conduct. They must be active
in community events and organizations, and encourage
their staff to be active. They
must donate to charities, political or advocacy groups. They
must use regenerative methods (replanting, recycling).
They must establish profitsharing, stock options or other
rewards for employees. Capital must be invested in a socially responsible way. Selfexpression and personal fulfillment of employees must be
recognized.

-Hannah Holmes

2~(]iEATS

Banana banter

CLASSIFIED

C.sco Bay Weekly is a paper
for people IOIing in or concerned
about the cities and towns of the
Portland area. It is published by
Mogul Media. Inc. from posh
corporate headquarters at
187 Clark Street. Portland.
Maine 04102.
Send us your event listings.
your angry leiters and especially
your adVertisements! We need
to receive all that kind of stu" by
the end of the Thursday prior to
the issue in which you want it
to appear.

775·6601
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STARS AT LAKESIDE
LAKESIDE CENTER for the PERFORMING ARTS

PORTLAND
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

by

Andy
Newman

WITH A

')

FRENCH
ACCENT!
SAT

JULY 15
7:30
$13, $15 at the gate
Children 7-12, $7

I

J

• •• When your rent money could be used to buy your own home.
• .• When Showcase has the most affordable homes in the state.

A

CONVERSATION WITH

· •. When Showcase has the best financing plans for home buyers

Allen Scott

ARCHE DE TRIOMPHE

• •• When we can show you how you can own your own home for as
little as $15 a day!
Call Showcase Home of Maine at our toll-free number or stop by our
model homes on Route 4 in Turner at Turner Plaza and Route 302
in Naples across from Mardon Marina. We'll show you just how easy
it is to really own your own home.

Join the revolution!!!
Arche walking shoes and sandals ...
for people who demand comfort
as well as fashion for their feet.

TO BUY
TICKETS

EMMYLOU
HARRIS

Available in a variety of styles and colors.
Only at Amaryllis.

Visit any
Maine Tkkeron
Call
Teletron

SAT
AUG 5

7:30
$14, $16 at the gate
Children age 7-12, $7

1(800) 382-8080

Call the
Lakeside Center at

RAY
CHARLES

Call tOOaY!

1~800~344~65 52

SUN
AUG 27

, ,

3:00
$15, $17 at the gate
Children 7-12, $7

(207) 777-5262

Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange Street,
Portland, ME 04101

All concerts held on the campus of CMVTI,
1250 Turner St., Auburn, off Rt. 4 near Auburn Mall

SHOWCASE HOMES,INC.

REALTOIi'"

SETTING THE PACE IN AFFORDABLE HOUSING

772-4439

LEWISTON-AUBURN

Model homes open 9am- 7pm Weekdays

lB

9am-Spm Saturdays

Noon to 5pm Sundays

Why we can say•••

CRUISE THE STEAMBOAT
ROUTES ABOARD LONGFELLOW II

NARRATED EXCURSIONS DEPARTING 8
TIMES DAILY FROM LONG WHARF
I

~

10 am to 11:30
Lobster Fisheries and
Island History Cruise

1:30 to 3:00
Lighthouse and
Shipwreck Cruise

12:05 to 12:55
3:30 to 5:00
Lunchtime Harbor
Naturalist Cruise
Cruise
5:30107:00
Portland Headlight
Cruise

Sunset & Harborlight Cruise

Allen Seou: "Good books gOfast-.

Allen Scott was an English
professor at Nasson College
in Springvale for 14 years.
But when the college went
bankrupt in 1983, Scott left
academiatoopen a used book
store in Portland.
Is there more to selling old
books than people might
expect?
Yes. I think that a lot of
people think that I get these
books from the yard sales of
the universe, and thisisn'ttrue.
I haven't been to a yard sale in
almost a year. Most of these
books come from people who
call me and have books. I go
out to their homes, look at their
books, and make an offer. I go
to auctions and people bring
me in a bag or a box of books.
There's an awful lot of personal taste, personal knowledge, personal judgement - a
lot of instinct that goes into the
book business.

Saturday, June 10, 7:30·10 p.m.

\J\"';~\\\ E

~\\\e~"

X PRE S S

BIG BAND

One Long Wharf • Portland • 774-3578

Do you ever think about

carrying new books?
Absolutely not. I wouldn't
hear of it. With a new book, all
you have to do to get books is
get on the telephone and call,
or write a letter, and I don't
find that interesting enough
really to commit 10 or 12 hours
a day to it. The best part of this
business is the search, and finding, and knOwing. I've bought
boOks at a person's home in

NEXT WEEK

CBWfTonee Harbert

Somerville, N.
morning.

J., at one in the

What's it like discovering a
good book on an excursion
like that?
Well, there's a certain emotion that comes from handling
a book in good condition, an
aesthetically attractive book, a
well-printed book with a beautiful binding on it of leather
and cloth. Handling a beautiful book that you've just discovered is very exciting.
What's the toughest thing
about selling books?
Getting started. You have to
be more than dedicated, you
have to be obsessed. You have
to be a little crazy, really, to get
started in this business. You
have to have that obsession that
you'll do a lot of things to buy
books, and if you aren't obsessed at the beginning then I
don't think it is going to work.
You've got to have dedication,
Willingness, and that interest
in books.

WILL BE

Factory
Store
Freeport!

me about their collections and
what they're reading.
People say well, gee, you
must get a lot of tourists in
here. Well, I don't like that.
They may be from Boston or
New York but they're not tourists. To me, they just happen to
be book people in Portland who
come in, and instead of being
in their local book shop they're
in mine. I have a lot of faith in
people that read books. Besides,
you don't get many ofthe pizzaice-cream crowd, you know,
just wandering in.

in

But you must get some.
I worry about sticky fingers.
Last night a woman came in
with a little girl, about three
years old, who had a cup of ice
cream. The mother's looking at
books and I'm looking at the
little girl. You know how little
kids are - if they're not watching the cup, you know, it tilts,
and it was full. When it would
tilt and I would say "oh my .
God." It's not good to have ice
cream in a place like this.

Sun in the
morning.

Skateboards
the all new

WHITS END
Serving

Jim's
Hot Taco
Specials

A NOV [ [

Are you often surprised at

We're the REAL

w.w. NORTON,

Are you ever reluctant to

some of the writing that
part with a book?
makes it to book form?
There are some books that I
Oh, absolutely. Because it's don't particularly care whether
bad.
I sell or not. Because they're
good books, and I just like livDo customers ask you a lot ing with them.
about books?
An awful lot of people come AndJ" Newllllln has been known to judge
in and want to talk books, tell a book by its cover.

PUBUSHER

$5.95

38 Exchange St. Old Port
•

(207) 774-0626

Relax and enjoy your coffee
as the sun shines in your 3
bedroom contemporary brick
townhouse in the heart of
Portland. $152,900
Call Chris Behan

~21.
BALFOUR
773-8224

daily at
Reasonable Prices

Where we can make you
a pillow or comforter
while you watch!

' -.I·V'r,.

4;;IJ
~ 10.'' (

.:-,

~.

Because we have a
European Down Filling Room
Right in our retail space!

An Authentic
0

-

European
Down Shop

.~

~~~0.,
" <...'tlliwull \J
,I

Yankee ·
Pedaler
Bicycles
85 Pleasant St., BrunSWick
729·8240.

6 Mill St.
Freeport, Maine
Across from Bean's lower parking

865-1713
Please ask for our catalogue
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Special Offer

ABORTION PILLS:

on

New tnedicine for an old debate
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This page is a canvas
on which diverse opinions
are shared. Our views are
here. as well as yours.
Please be brief and
to the point. Sign your
letter clearly and
include a phone number.

View.
Caseo Bay Weekly
187 Clark SI ....I
Portland, ME 04102
Caseo Bay Weekly
publishes 16.000
papers every
Thursday.
Mail subscriptions
are available at the
rate of $36Iyear.
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reproduced by any means
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is free in the Greater
Portland area - limit one
paper per reader.
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As the Supreme Court edges toward another decision on aborthe abortion debate to deprive women of a product that represents
tion, which may reverse its landmark 1973 Roe v. Wade decision
medical progress."
legalizing abortion, abortion-inducing drugs threaten to change the
nature of the political controversy over abortion in this country.
Cytotec
The French government's controversial approval last October of
RU-486, a safe, effective abortion pill, Signaled the change. And this
Anti-abortionists fear that Cytotec could become an under-theFebruary a new drug called Cytotec went on the market in the
table version of RU-486.
United States.
Cytotec belongs to the prostaglandin class of drugs, which were
Made by the G.D. Searle Co., Cytotec promises to relieve stomach first manufactured in the 1930s. For the past two decades,
irritation and help prevent the ulcers that frequently occur in the
prostaglandins have been used by doctors to induce abortions in the
stomaches of millions of arthritis sufferers who take high daily
case of fetal abnormalities or to finish incomplete abortions. They
doses of aspirin, Motrin, and similar drugs. Cytotec could help
are also used to keep the air passages open in premature infants.
prevent the deaths of several thousand people who die each year
Until now, however, prostaglandins could be taken only through
from gastrointestinal problems brought on by taking anti-arthritis
injection. Cytotec is the first oral prostaglandin available.
drugs.
Searle's goal in developing Cytotec was to prevent ulcer compliBut Cytotec also induces total or partial abortion in one out of ten cations such as bleeding and perforations caused by taking nonpregnant women who take normal doses of it. Higher doses, it
steroidal drugs such as aspirin and ibuprofen. According to gastroseems likely, would increase the chance of total abortion.
enterologist Fred Silverstein, who was the chief researcher on four
Cytotec's effects have attracted the ire of anti-abortion groups,
of the Searle-contracted Cytotec studies at the University of Washsuch as the National Right to Life Committee. These groups are
ington, some 10 to 20 million people in the U.s., including many
worried that women will turn to Cytotec as a potential abortion
elderly people with arthritis, take high daily doses of non-steroidal
drug. Beyond that, anti-abortion forces are concerned that the drug
drugs.
is likely to change the nature of the political controversy. If legalized
Many of the body's tissues make prostaglandins. In the stomach,
abortion were to take the form of a pill, women would no longer be
non-steroidal drugs interfere with the drug. Cytotec protects the
forced to endure anti-abortionists'
stomach from ulcers by replacing
harassment, nor the embarrassing
the prostaglandins. In 1986, nearly
possibility of appearing on the
6,500 persons in the US died of
Anti-abortion forces are
evening news. With an alternative
stomach and duodenal ulcers.
to clinical procedures available, the
According to Silverstein, deaths
concerned the drug will change
targets of anti-abortion protesters
due to ulcer complications are dewould begin to lose their significlining overall, but ulcer deaths
cance.
among the elderly are increaSing.
the nature of the political
"Studies have shown," says
"that 20 to 25 percent
Silverstein,
controversy by taking the heat
RU-486
of people taking non-steroidal
Advocates of RU-486 point out
drugs for three months develop
off the visible and easily-attacked
that the drug does not involve the
little ulcers in their stomach and
risks of surgical abortion, such as
duodenum." The pivotal study,
anesthesia and complications
completed one year ago, demonclinics where abortions are
associated with surgery. Taking the
strated that Cytotec reduced the inabortion pill is also a private,
cidence
of these ulcers by 1.5 to 5
performed.
simple, and relatively inexpensive
percent.
procedure.
Although he describes the side
RU-486 is an anti-hormone used
effects as "minima!," Silverstein
in the first seven weeks after conception. For normal gestation to
adds that "it also has an effect on the pregnant uterus which 1 would
occur, receptor sites located in the cells of the uterine wall receive
not care to comment on now. That's a social, political issue."
signals from the hormone progesterone. Progesterone signals the
Silverstein points out that "the FDA (U.s. Food and Drug Aduterus to prepare the lining and to hold the fertilized egg. But RUministration) has known about the uterotropic effects (tendency of
486, when present, blocks those signals to the uterus, causing the
the drug to selectively affect the uterus) for years." Because of its
egg to pass from the system. Released after five years of drug tests
ability to induce abortions, the FDA mandated unprecedented
in France and China, the abortion drug has been used by some
packaging stipulations to warn and protect consumers. Cytotec is
12,000 women. Prescribed with a prostaglandin drug that causes
sold to pharmacists only in individually prepackaged amounts of
contractions, RU-486 is 95-percent effective and causes typical
100 pills. Red labels warn patients that the drug is contraindicated
miscarriage symptoms: nausea, vomiting, painful contractions, and
during pregnancy.
bleeding. RU-486 does not interfere with subsequent pregnancies.
The release of RU-486 in this country appears to be a distant
poSSibility. Two foreign companies currently control the patent. One "The simple reality"
But these warning labels have done little to mollify the fears of
is the French manufacturer of RU-486, Roussel Uclaf, a company
that announced in December that it will deal only with foreign govthe anti-abortion forces. They worry that marketing Cytotec as a
ernment officials regarding the patent. The other firm is Hoechst
drug for stomach ulcers covers up it function as an abortion-inducA.G., Roussel's West German parent company. Hoechst, with its
ing drug and they claim that it does not offer any greater significant
policy of not producing abortion-inducing drugs, found itself in an
protective effect than other ulcer drugs.
uncomfortable poSition after Roussel's discovery of RU-486. AccordDr. John C. Willke, president of National Right to Life Committee
ing to press reports, both Roussel and Hoechst are eager to avoid
and the sole spokesperson against Cytotec during FDA hearings last
the kind of discord that accompanied the release of RU-486 in
September, raised the poSSibility of virtually unlimited access to an
France.
abortion pill in his article, "Cytotet (sic) - New Abortion Pill," in the
In addition, and perhaps more importantly, the U.S. market
December 5,1988, issue of the NRL newsletter. "This drug will be
accounts for about 20 percent of Hoechst's yearly $20 billion sales,
on the street, literally days after it is made available on prescription.
and the U.s. National Right to Life Committee has threatened to
The very prominence of the warning will lead to an uncontrolled
mount a massive boycott on Hoechst's products if the company tries abusive use of the drug. Make no mistake, there are hundreds of
to introduce RU-486 in this country.
physicians out there who will prescribe Cytotet (sic) to cause aborU.s. anti-abortion forces-exported their arguments and tactics to
tions," Willke warned.
France last fall in an effort to block RU-486 as it hit the market. A
But according to Kay Bruno, senior director for public affairs for
new anti-abortion group was formed and protest rallies were staged the Chicago-based Searle Co., Cytotec has been used "in 43 counat the Paris headquarters of Roussel Uelaf. With opposition rising
tries since early 1985 and it (the abortion side effect) has not been an
both within the company and from the Catholic Church and rightissue because in most places these days a woman seeking to termito-lifers, the beleaguered Roussel withdrew the drug in October, one nate a pregnancy has safe, consistent methods available."
month after its release.
Of course, if the Supreme Court does restrict access to legal
abortions, the U.S. would no longer be one of the "places" Bruno
Some 2,000 researchers and scientists attending the World
Congress of Obstetrics and Gynecology in Rio de Janeiro immedidescribes. And because the Bush administration seems unlikely to
ately responded by signing a petition in an attempt to influence
support the adoption of RU-486, women may surreptitiously turn to
Roussel to reissue the abortion drug. An angry Claude Evin, head of Cytotec as an alternative to surgery at a health clinic.
the French Health MiniStry, exercising the government's partial
"The simple reality, at this time in history," asserted Willke in his
NRL newsletter article, "is that there are no other abortifacient
ownership of Roussel, reinstated RU-48648 hours after it had been
withdrawn. "I was doing what 1 could to make sure France did not
drugs available that can be distributed on the street, that can be
taken by mouth."
surrender to pressure groups animated by archaic ideolOgies," Evin
was quoted in The New York Times Magazine, "I could not permit
Bonniedare Erling. Elena Bianco. Kim Clauson and Phil West contributed to this article.
which originally appeared in a longer from in Seattle Weekly.

Anheuser Wine
1983 - 1984
Reg. $5.71 NOW $3.89

Protect Yourself with the
Ultimate Self Protection Devices
Guardian
Security Flashlight
• Use as " powerful flashlight
in 2n emergency or as a
personal protection device.

Other fine wines,
domestic and imported beers available.
Special offer good June 1 - June 8

,Covell's exchange

• ONE SHOT stops llSSailanr
for up to 15 to 20 minutes.
• Contains an ULTRAVIOLET

dye that remains visible for
up to 72 hours for Police
identification.

• Will even stop a person up
to 300 pounds!
• Effective on persons under
the influence of alcohol
or narcotics.

• Easily f4S in purse or pocket.

• Fast, effeaive and easy to use.
• Non-Lethal - Causes no
permanent injury.

• Affordable to anyone

concerned about safety.

Please add. sales
tax to your order

No C.O.D.

104 EXCHANGE STREET. PORTLAND. MAINE 04101
(207) 775-1022

Thunder Woman

Confused?

• The Thunder Woman is
proven effective by Police

About Where To Go For Lunch...

• Suong enough to ward off • Effeaive Non-Lethal Protec1ion
any a.Ltacker no nutter
what siZe he or she may be. • Causes no permanent injury
• Affordable to anyone
• 65.000 VolLS will give the
concerned about their safety.
attacker the shock of
their life!
The Ultimate SeIf·Protectlon
Device for Non·VIolent People.
• PenetraLes Lhrough a 1/2"
thickness of clothing.

Our mouth watering
sandwiches
are
made with fresh
bread baked daily
on the premises.
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End The confuSiOn!/?_
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MARINER'S

cHURcif~1lY

366 Fore Street, Portland • 773-BAKE

• LEGAL TO CARRY AND
PROVEN MEDICALLY SAFE!

• Designed to protect yourself
from rear anack
• 5 second shock will leave the
attacker feeling like he fell ouL
of • 2 sLory bu ilding and
landed on concrete pavement.

THUNDER WOMAN
SAFETY LOCKING
MICRO SWITCH

854-0036

Please add sales
[aX

to your order

No C.O.D.

Other Models '\",ilable

Mail orders to: Ron Gervais P.O. Box 1069 Westbrook, Maine 04092
WARNING: THESE PROTECfIVE DEVICES CAN BE HARMFUL IF NOT USED PROPERLY.
THEY ARE NOT TOYS AND SHOULD BE KEPT AWAY FROM CHILDREN.
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Portland
Wine and Cheese

Make us part of your Saturday agenda. We have
Soup and Sandwich specials every Saturday.
1/2 Sandwich &
Cup of Soup

'LJ- $2.99
_
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10% off all gourmet
items in the store
8 Forest Ave., Portland, ME

FAX # 772-5294
Tel. # 772-4647

MICHELOB FAMILY OF 12 PACKS
Michelob

Michelob Dry
.::>0
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Introcludn, the
Toolbox

"THE SAVINGS BELONG TO YOU"
Check 12 Pack Prices at Your Favorite Store
Proudly Distributed By
National Distributors, Inc. • South Portland, Maine

~
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92 Exchange Street. Portland, ME 04101.
Phone 77-LOCOS Open 7 Days a Week.
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Jason Eastman hustles dishes at The Seamen's Club

Working in Maine.

It's apaid vacation.

The Maine Department of Labor distributed this
poster throughout New England In order to attrad
summer employees to the state.

COVER STORY I7y Christine McConville
COVER ILLUSTUnON I7y Tonee Harbert

Old Port, waiting more than an hour for a table is not
uncommon. For seasonal workers looking for quick
money and flexible hours often hit the restaurants firstAs the an,nual summ~r migration to Maine begins,
with visions of an apron stuffed with greenbacks at the
many Vacationland busmesses are catering as much to
end of a shift.
their prospective employees as they are to the vacationBut Jason Eastman, a busboy at the Seamen's Club on
ers.
Exchange Street, says he's glad he's not a server.
For high school and college students looking for
"I see what they have to deal with, and how much
~asonal work, landing the ideal summer job can be as
they have to remember, and I like being a busboy," says
Important as avoiding summer school. And in Maine,
the l8-year-old Deering High School senior as he scans
where the number of summer jobs far exceed the numthe dining rooms, looking for a dirty table or an empty
ber of resident workers, the prospects look good.
water glass. "The customers are usually pretty nice, but
For .the .employ~rs - especially those offering the less
when they think I'm a wai ter and start reeling off their
attractive Jobs - this is the season to scramble. "U's still a orders or tell me their fork is dirty and to get them
worker's market," admits Alice Kirkpatrick, a spokesanother one, I'm glad I don't have to deal with that
person for the state's Department of Labor.
every day."
"Because of the trouble we've had filling jobs in past
He's been at the Seamen's Club for three weeks, and
summers, we're urging employers to be pro-active in
plans to work full time after graduation later this month.
recruiting workers," says Kirkpatrick. Despite the
He says the money's good, the people are friendly, and
burdensome labor shortages of summers past, she
the atmosphere is nice - compared to the clerking job he
predicts this summer's draught won't be so severe. The
held last summer in a local grocery store.
labor department has conducted a survey of 1.500
Smartly dressed in a black-and-white uniform with a
coastal businesses who say they are seeking 1,400
blue tie and his shoulder-length brown hair tied neatly
seasonal workers.
back, Eastman says he hopes this summer will be busy
Posters that call working in Maine "A paid vacation"
because the time passes more quickly and the tips are
have been distributed to college and high school cambetter. Bussers are paid a base hourly salary of $3.65 and
puses across New England as preemptive strike. The
collect 10 percent of the severs' tips to divide between
posters are a cooperative effort by the state, the Maine
themselves. On a steady lunch, that can mean more than
Innkeepers Association and the Maine Restaurant
$20 in tips alone.
Association. Post-card sized job applications were
After he graduates and begins working full-time, he
included with each poster, with free return postage to
plans to stock up on a bundle of white oxfords. But for
the Maine Job Service.
now, he copes with only two, so long as his mother
The state also supports a Summer Youth Empbyrnent manages to wash and press them on time.
Program. Here in Portland, the SYEP finds work for kids
Eastman plans to sa ve money this summer for college
i~ n~n-profit groups. "The SYEP does a great job of
in the fall, where he will study drawing, and then, he
findmg federally funded jobs for kids in their own
announces, with no humor apparent on his face, "I'm
neighborhoods and provides close supervision to make
going to become really famous, drawing comics for my
sure they aren't taken advantage of," according to John
cousin," Kevin Eastman, co-creator of the Teenage
None, of Portland's Athletic Recreation Division.
Mutant Ninja Turtles.
But most summer wage slaves will find their jobs on
Carrying those trays, often stacked with 30 pounds of
their own. Maine law requires workers to be at least 16
empty plates and wine glasses can get nerve-racking,
years old, but 14- and l5-year-olds can be hired with
says Eastman, admitting his biggest nightmare is about
worker's permits. Granted by that student's superintendropping a loaded tray before getting to the dish room.
de~t of schools<. the permit acknowledges that the job for
which the young person is hired is not overly strenuous
or demanding.
Lisa Leach: amusement operator
Even within those guidelines, summer jobs run the
Lisa Leach is starting her second season as a summer
gamut from washing dishes in an Old Port restaurant to
worker at AmusementIand in Old Orchard Bea"ch.
watching younger kids at a summer camp. And the
Explaining why she has returned, she says, "Everyone is
reasons that students like or dislike their summer jobs
really nice, no one is cliquey, and you get to know
.
are just as varied.
people from all the different towns."
And, she adds, the pay is good.
Leach, a senior at Thornton Academy in Saco, considJason Eastman: busboy
ers good pay to be around $4.50 to $5 an hour. AmusePortland has more restaurants than there are days in
mentland starts its 100 seasonal employees at $4.50 an
the year. But at the peak of the summer, especially in the hour, and grants raises when employees return each

summer. Mostly high school and college students, they
work a six-day week, consisting of five six-hour shifts
and one double shift. All rotate working the various
games and amusements.
The kiddie rides are the worst place to work, Leach
claims, and Lisa Brettell, a former seasonal worker who
now is employed year-round as an administrative
assistant, agrees, "The kiddie rides are the hardest to
work because you really have to be careful. There are so
many tiny kids, and the accidents happen when you
don't pay attention."
The other problem Leach faces is the "huge language
barrier" she faces when dealing with the droves of
French-speaking tourists who corne to Old Orchard
Beach from Canada.
Leach says that AmusementIand staffers are a tightknit group, and spend a lot of free time together.
Brettell says that although the jobs there can be
"pretty cushy," the company is firm about hiring
seasonal workers who are reliable, outgoing. and
respectful. "It helps if they have a big family, because we
have a trend of hiring kids, and then hiring their Siblings
further down the line. If one member of a family is a
good worker, usually their siblings are good workers
too," Brettell says.

Kathy Fallona: lifeguard
After packing her lunch, sunglasses, and zinc oxide in
her bag. Kathy Fallona puts on her bathing suit, and
goes to work. Fallona, the head lifeguard at Crescent
Beach State Park in Cape Elizabeth, thinks she's got one
of the best summer jobs in Maine. She works outside
and, as a state employee, the pay is good.
But Fallona and her four co-workers are quick to
point out that the job isn't as glamorous or as carefree as
it looks.
Lifeguards are trained in American Red Cross Advanced Lifesaving. Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation, and
First Aid. Maine guards also must meet physical requirements, including running one and one-quarter miles in
less than 12 minutes, paddling 500 yards on a rescue
board, and completing a timed swim. They attend a
three-day guard academy each summer, where they take
written and physical tests and polish their lifesaving
techniques.
And even after meeting the tough criteria, the competition is still fierce to land a position.
Crescent Beach guards work five days a week, rain or
shine, arriving at 9 a.m., and leaving at 6 p.m. Starting
pay is about $5.50 an hour. After 30 minutes of morning
exercise, the guards rake seaweed and pick up trash
until the beachgoers show up.
Although they aren't suited in the traditional red or
orange uniform, the guards can be easily spotted sitting
in the towers, or walking the beach, with a whistle and a

CBWrronee Harbert

walkie-talkie.
Last summer there was one minor rescue, involving
two teenage boys who swam out to a reef. When a guard
paddled out on a rescue board to escort them in, she was
told that they could have made it back themselves. "If
anything, we are overcautious, and try to prevent any
problems from happening" says Fallona. They also
band-aid scraped knees and treat heat exhaustion
victims.
The guards say that on the whole, beachgoers abide
by the rules and treat the guards with respect. "People in
general treat us well, but I think some of them underestimate our jobs and our qualifications. We are highly
trained and we are responsible for everyone in the
water."
Working full-time at a beach can have its disadvantages, too, for conscientious guards on their days off. "I
never go to the beach on my days off, because I just can't
relax. I'm always watching the water," Fallona says,
grinning.

Alan Gollck: ice cream vendor
When asked the least favorite part of his job, Alan
Golick answers quickly, "It's definitely dealing with
irate mothers who corne out of their houses and yell at
you for coming around during dinner time. Unfortunately, practically everyone eats dinner between 4 and 7
p.m."
For Golick, the advantages of being his own boss,
making his own hours, and pocketing about $80 dollars
on the average day far outweigh the the risks of being on
an angry mother's hit list.
Golick has been roaming the streets in his portable
icebox for 15 summers now. Potential ice cream vendors
lease a truck from Golick with a deposit of about $100.
The driver stocks up on ice cream treats, bought at
wholesale prices, and sells them at a profit.
A driver usually works between noon and 8 p.m. and
focuses on establishing a core of regulars. Drivers also
flock to large events, like fireworks and parades because
those are big money making days.
Drivers are banned from state parks, and any other
locations the town restricts. And in Portland, trucks are
banned entirely.
Drivers need to be self-motivated and fun loving.
because if the kids don't like you, you won't be a success. Golick mainly leases the trucks to college students,
some mothers and a few older people in the midst of
career changes.
"The big sellers are always Sno Cones, chocolate
eclairs, and those red, white and blue Bombpops.
Sometimes we get trendy items -last year we sold a
ghostbuster. But mostly the drivers sell items between
the 30 cents and a dollar range, and stay away from the
more expensive, Ben and Jerry's kind of treats," says

Golick. Nationwide health and wellness trends havn't
impacted Golick's business: frozen yogurt items bombed
on the streets.

Bill Whitfield & Bill Southwick:
camp counselors
For Bill Whitfield, the special relationships bring him
back each year to the summer job he's held since 1982.
For Bill Southwick, it's the sense of accomplishment he
gains every summer.
Whitfield and Southwick, counselors at Camp O-AtKa in East Sebago, are quick to point out that their
summer jobs are both fun and challenging, difficult and
rewarding. Soothing homesick 8-year-olds at 3 a.m. isn't
a side of camp counselors seen in the movies.
O-At-Ka is an all-boys, overnight camp. According to
Whitfield, the friendships he's made at camp are among
the strongest he has. Because O-At-Ka is an all-male
camp, the campers are less self-conscious and more
willing to try different things, Whitfield says. "They get
to develop strong friendships with other boys," says
Whitfield, "without the hassles and the stereotypes of
dealing with the opposite sex."
The counselors teach classes in subjects ranging from
water skiing to lacrosse, riflery to tennis. The staff eats
its meals with campers in the dining hall, actively
participates in evening programs, and bunks in the same
cabins and tents as the campers.
"Last summer," Whitfield recalls, "there was a
stomach virus that went racing through the camp. Our
contract reads 'duties as assigned: Within three days,
everyone had gotten the bug, and the kids were miserable. I was one of the few people who hadn't caught the
virus, so I literally worked around the clock."
For counselors, it's generally a labor of love, as most
camps are notorious for long hours and low pay. The
camp provides room and board, and offers little opportunity for staffers to spend their money. Whitfield, who
was O-At-Ka's "king" counselor last summer, made
$1400 for the entire season.
Southwick agrees that the time commitment can seem
overwhelming, but it all seems worth it when a camper
learns something he's been trying to grasp for a month.
"You explain it and show it over and over, and when it
finally sinks in, you get such a feeling of success. You
become a lot more emotionally involved than you would
at another summer job because you really become a part
of things here."

CHRISTINE McCONVillE came to Maine in the middle o/winter and
wondered where aU the jobs were.
TONIE HARIERT is still wondering.
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The Shoes of

MElliSSA GREENE
PO'ITERY

JUNE 9 -JULY 7, 1989
The lizard is a master of
dealing with change. It
is known for its
adaptability and skill in
harmonizing with new
environments.

If you knew what
they felt like,
you'd be wearing
them now.

Opening Reception
Frlday,}une 9
5-9 p.Ol.

~

337 Forest Ave .• Portland, Maine. 207-773-6601

NON-SILVER PHOTOGRAPHY
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ROBERT MACNEIL
(OF THE MACNEIL-LEHRER NEWS HOUR)

will read from his new hest-seller

"WORDSTRUCI("
at HARBOUR BOOKS in Yarmouth
Saturday, June 10 from 10:30-12:30
Help us celehrate our 1st anniversary with
this event! Take home an autographed copy.
HARBOUR BOOKS is a full service independent
hook store and is open seven days a week.

001(5
40A Lafayette Street, Rt 88 • Yarmouth,
ME 04096 (at Lower Falls Landing) •
846-6306

has fallen off the light areas
and remained in the darker
areas. It's combined with the
red and yellow to make a "full
color" image. It's my photograph, but transformed into
something incredibly textural
and painterly.
"You can't get these results
with any other process" is how
Donna Lee puts it. She should
know. She's tried most of the
other processes that I've heard
of, and some I haven't. "I was
never satisfied with the basic
black and white print; I always
had to hand-color it or tone it
or do something else with it,"
she says. She's talking about
learning photography, which
she studied here, at USM and

Behind me, Donna Lee Rollins
right
amount
is coming
off.
student's
is
looking
at another
print. "Well," she's saying,
"you could do anotherred layer
just on the apples. But remember, you're not going to get hitme beat-me colors with this
process."
"This process" is gum bichromate printing, a method
of printing photographs without silver nitrate which is more
than a century old, hence its
inclusion in Rollins' Non-Silver Photography course at the
Portland School of Art's Continuing Studies
program. We
have
now
worked our
way through
cyanotypes
(blue-tones images) and kallitypes (browntoned) to gum
prints, the most
complicated
and eXciting of
the three processes.
The print
shedding blue
pigment in the An untitled gum print by Donna Lee RQUtns.
still water bath
began as a black and white at R.I.T. in Rochester, N.Y.
negative. Instead of enlarging
Rollins began studying art
and printing it onto photo- without knowing what her
graphiC paper, I made a larger medium was. She studied
negative. In the meantime, we printmaking before she went
pre-shrunk paper, sized it with into photography. She deglue and distilled water, and scribes walking out of her first
coated it by hand with a mix- photography class and thinkture of gum arabic, potassium ing "there are photographs evebichromate, and watercolor rywhere!" But, she says, '1
pigment. When the coating was wasn't interested in recording
dry, the negative was placed and documenting. I was more
directly on the paper and both interested in interpreting or
were exposed to ultraviolet having an idea and manipulatlight.
ing an image to suit the idea."
This brings us back to the
Gum printing allows mapresent, with the print under nipulation all along the way.
water. Except that the blue The negative itself can be
coating was preceded by a red masked. Color can be changed
and yellow coating. Each by adding another coating; a
"bath" is at least 10 minutes, black coat, for instance, can
thepaperneeds to dry between increase contrast. The most
coats, and the pigment needs direct form of manipulation in
to be stirred for 20 minutes the gum print is "force printbefore it is mixed. So you see ing."While the print is still wet,
what I mean when I say com- the gum emulsion can easily be
plicated. But wait. I take the removed from selected areas
print out of the water. The blue with a paint brush or spritzer.

28 Exchango Stroot. Portland Maino 04101
207) 774-7500

Huge In ....entory. expert fitting. mailorder natlonwk::Je. complete repair service.

11Ilages twice-relIloved
I'm watching blue pigment
swim off a sheet of Rives BFK
paper which is immersed in a
tray of water, hoping that the

walk.'011 t

This is a delicate procedure; if
you're not careful you can
"erase" too much. But skillful
force processing individualizes
a print. I've seen a flat background worked with a paintbrush to produce beautiful
texture.
For some photographers,
"manipulation" isa dirty word.
They belive that reality, capturedand preserved in the photograph, should not be altered.
Rollins, clearly, stands on the
other side of the fence. For her,
an artistic medium is exactly
that: a means of expression.
Which is not to say that
anything goes. TheStarn twins,
for example. Mention their
names and she says, "I have a
problem with
work that looks
haphazard,
that looks like
it wasn't produced through
some kind of
understanding
or some kind of
disciplined approach."
So when she
talks about
twice-removing an image
from reality
and still calls
herself classicist, you begin
to un-derstand. It's like her currentpro-ject,an exquisite nude
series. These are large (16 x 20
inches) single-color gum prints,
each a different color ranging
from a silver-grey to a warmer
beige. These images themselves
are classic, but the treatment is
not. There are no sharp lines,
no tight grain. The paper used
for gum prints is artists' paper
- heavy, rough-textured, and
without shine. Rollins says that
people sometimes mistake her
gum prints for drawings.
The process, she admits, "is
not for lazy artists. It doesn't
provide instant gratification."
But once you've seen a gum
print, you' ll understand what
she means when she says, "You
can't get these results any other
way."
Barbara Hill took her first photograph in
Girt Scouts. Now her cats hide when they
see the camera.

·Slmply the best place to buy Bllkenstock footwear'

BUY • SELL • TRADE

Wise

~98
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Trading
Co. Inc.

THE

PLAINS
GALLERY

JUST
won't do...

When
JUST one

Congress Street, Portland

~3!32

Diamonds • Gold • Silver • Watches
Rings • Stereos • TVs • Musical Instruments
Tools· Antiques· Guns • VCRs
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland • 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath· 185 Water Street, Augus ta

"We buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE

... bring it to
JUST BLACK & WHITE.
We'll copy your
original photograph
and make as many
prints as you like!

JUS T

We also process and
print all types of black
and white film and we
can make black and
white from your
color originals.

54 YORK STREET 761-5861
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Spring
Point
Sailing

fun stuff

-

black and white tables
from gerald swenson

A 20 hour "Learn to Sail
Program" offered weekly
all summer at SMVTI.
• Individualized instruction
• New "21' keel boats"
• Professional Instructors
• Flexible hours

CallSMVTI

for Information
aD MILK .TRI!ET / ii!D7 772·9072
II=tCI=ITLAND MAINE 041 01

779-7303 ext. 244
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Needlepoint I . '
Lessons! : ' .
First 6 persons in
Saturday June 3[ 10-noon.
THIS MONTH'S
SOCIAL SECURITY
NUMBER IS 76

The Point
Of It

A Fine Needlework Shop
3 Wharf St., Portland
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Famil'6Diningl
Take ut
I
Pizza
Subs
Salads
Spaghetti
Calzones

1'IONDAYS

2 FOR 1
Buy any lwo pizzas

and gel one small
plain pizza free!

Open 7 days a week
11 :00 AM 10 PM
I
Yarmouth Market Place
I 24 U.S. Rt. One, Yarmouth, ME

I

846- 1473
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• What are your hopes and
fears for Portland's future?
Discuss them at Vision 2000's
Citizen/Stakeholders Forums. Cumberland
County citizens
are invited to
participate in
the forums
and express
their views
on what
the Greater
Portland area
could be and
what it might
become if changes aren't
instituted in the
near future.
Growth management, hOUSing, land
use and the economy
are among

the issues being discussed.
Community meetings are as
follows: June 1 at SMVTI, Fort
Road, S. Portland; June 5 at
Reiche School, 166 Brackett
St., Portland; June 6 at Cape
Elizabeth High School, Ocean
House Rd., Cape Elizabeth;
June 14 at North Yarmouth

• Doops ... If you want to
hear the pulse of the world
beat, don't head out to
PPAC tomorrow night. The
Mandingo Kora player and
oral historian Foday
MusaSuso
and the

@ .w..._ ................. r_.
BRIGHTNESS
"
(YEELEN)
"RAVISHINGLY
BEAUTIFUL"

.-. • Acapella Recording Stars •

-----ITH.
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PERSUASIONS

sundaY

4

JUNE

2 SHOWS - 6:30 & 8:30

TIX AVAILABLE AT
'-_~-~. AMADEUS & ZOOTZ

A10fTl:.

.1

REQUEST NIGHT
- NO COVER -

31 FOREST AVENUE. PORTLAND. 773-8187

Academy, 123 Main St.,
Yarmouth; and June 15 at
Lakes Region High School,
Rt. 302, Naples. All meetings
are 7-9:30 pm. For more information, call 773-8655 .
• "Hell with a pompadour"
is the description given to us
of Elvis Hitler. His "metalbilly rock" band's first hit
from the underground was
"Green Haze," a mutant
version of Jimi Hendrix's
classic "Purple Haze" set to
the tune of the theme song
from "Green Acres." Imagine
that. And if you can, don't
miss these representatives of
their own wave from Detroit
at Geno's, 13 Brown St.,
Portland.

JUNE 3-6

SAT-SUN MAT 3
SUN EVE 9
MON-nJES
7,9:15

TAP ~
GRIOOl'I HIlS

JUNE 7·11

WED-SAT 7,9
SAT -SUN MAT 1

slave to fashion knows, the
proper time for wearing
white shoes is between
Memorial Day and Labor Day
weekends. But if you're
thinking about getting outdoors this summer rather
• The Portland Folk Club
will be holding their Summer than your summer wardrobe,
check out the summer outing
Song Swaps beginning totrips being planned by the
night at 7:30 p.m. The swaps
Maine Outdoor Adventure
will be held the first and third
Club. The club meets tonight
Tuesdays in June and July at
to discuss their summer trips
the Munjoy Hill Observatory.
at 7 p.m. in the People's
A $1 donation is requested,
Building, 155
but the swap is open to
Blac:kettSt.,
performers and listeners
alike. For more information,
call 773-9549.
• Remember what Daddy
used to say about driving that
Maloka drums a world beat Friday, June 2.
Hot Rod Lincoln? In case
Maloka perform tonight at 7
non-profit groups in the black ranging from folk ballads to
you've forgotten, Com"new-age punk with a reggae mander Cody and the Lost
and 9:30 p.m. at the Portland
at the 12th annual World's
feel," entertain all afternoon
Performing Arts Center, 25A Largest Garage Sale at the
Planet Airmen are in town
at
The Center for The Arts,
Forest Ave., Portland. (Last
Cumberland County Civic
to remind you, just in
804 Washington St., Bath.
time for summer cruisin' .
week's calendar had the show Center. The annual sale
Members of the collaborative The Commander and his
slated for Saturday.) Tickets
benefits non-profit civic,
band play at the Tree Cafe,
are still available at the PP AC service and charitable groups include Anni Clark, Danny
Beal and Ken Morse. The
box office, Amadeus Music
such as the Gulf of Maine
45 Danforth St., Portland.
show begins at 3 and continFor ticket information,
and Gallery Music.
Aquarium, the Girl Scouts,
• Vaudeville returns to
NAACP and Parents Anony- ues through 7 p.m. Tickets are call 774-1441.
Peaks Island's Greenwood
mous, who sell second-hand $10. For more information,
• If New Jersey
style head-banging
Theatre this weekend. The
and handmade items to raise call 442-8455.
• Music from the soul ...
First Island Vaudeville Festi- money for their projects. The
is more your speed,
The roof won't be leaking at
don't miss the Bon
val features jugglers, storygarage sale is all day, 9 a.m.
Jovi show at the TP""n,ntellers, mimes, musicians,
to 4 p.m.
Zootz, where those veterans
• Dance to keep Portland
ed ball park in Old Orchard
comedians, puppeteers and
of soul, The Persuasions,
magicians. Performers indancing. Ram Island Dance is perform two shows at 6:30
Beach. Show time is 7:30 p.m.
Out in
at Seashore Performing Arts
clude comedians Jackson
having a benefit dance party
and 8:30 p.m. Tickets for $15
space? Let
Gillman and Randy Judkins,
to the Latin sounds of The
and are available at Amadeus Center. (I'm still wondering
Commander Cody
guide you back Tuesday,
storyteller David Neufield
Charlie Brown Orchestra at
Music and Zootz. For more
what the new name has to
June 6.
and former Ringling Bros.
the West End Gallery, 34
information, call 773-8187.
clown Rick Davis. Showtime
Danforth St. Portland. DancPortland. Everyone who is
is tonight at 8:30 p.m. (the
ing will be from 8 p.m. 'til
interested
in getting outdoors
ferry leaves at 8 p.m. from the midnight. Admission is $10
(even
if
you're
wearing white
Casco Bay Lines Terminal)
with a cash bar at the gallery.
is
welcome.
For more
shoes)
and 8 p.m. tomorrow (the
For more information, call
information, call Jessie at 883773-2562.
ferry is at 7 p.m). Admission
1456.
is $5 at the door.
• And be entertained to
keep the good works of the
Jazz dance is
Family Crisis Shelter going.
the fare Thursday
The Royal River Chorus of
through Saturday
Sweet Adelines, a group
at PPAC.
which promotes barbershop
music for women, performs a
• Get outdoors to keep the benefit concert for the shelter
Fore River Sanctuary clean.
at 7 p.m. at Woodfords
The Maine Audubon Society
Congregational Church, 202
is holding its spring clean-up Woodfords St., Portland.
• The Casco Bay Movers is
of the Fore River sanctuary, a Tickets are $6 and are availnot a moving company. But
76-acre reserve featuring
they are a jazz dance comable at Gallery Music or
trails through woods and
pany, returning to the stage
Amadeus Music. For more
marsh. Bring boots and work information, call 874-1197.
with a production entitled
do with reduced decibel
gloves; trash bags, maps and
"From the Top." The show
levels.) Tickets are $20 and
refreshments will be supincludes premieres of new
are available at Ticketron and
plied. Adults and children
works choreographed by
the SEAPAC box office.
interested in the clean-up
artistic director Sheila
should meet at 9 a.m. at the
Bellefleur, who has been
sanctuary, located on Rand
studying the culture, muSic
Road off Brighton Ave by the
• Stay home for a change
and dance of Brazil through
Pine Tree Shopping Center,
• Music from the woods (or and catch the beginning of the
the Partners of the Americas
Portland. For more informasummer reruns that will carry
close to them) ... The Woodprogram. Also premiering
tion call 781-2330.
land Collaborative, composed you all the way through
will be works acquired by
Christmas.
• Spend to keep Portland's of musicians with styles
Eva Von
the founder
• White shoes. As every

Watch for
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Supercharged Soukous Orchestra
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, I' , Friday, June 2

7:00 & 9:00 - 2 Shows
J Partland Performing Arts Center
':A A 2SA Forest Ave.

/VV I TIckets $13 CaI774{)46S
Available also at Amadeus NWc
V
& Galery NWc

15/6 $OUNPS fROM ALL OVt/!.
1989 MUSIC SERIES PRESENTED BY

PORTlAND PERFORMING ARTS
with support from:

r.-1

MPBN SonnIa Hotel f\)ftland l.~J
Hext Concert: Chamber Music Meets Jazz!
Turtle Island String Quartet. Sat., June 24
k.d.1ang, Sun., July :II

We fingered
the culprit
Casco Bay Weekly is
now printing with a
special. no-rub ink. ~
No more blackened ~\
fingers, dirty hands or
~
ink-smudged clothes.

MADHORSE
THEATRE
COMPANY

d

~

In the hilarious Moine premiere of

BIGFOOT
STOLE MY WIFE
(AND OTHER STORIES & SONGS)

MAY 25-JUNE 18
THUR. FRI & SAT at 6; SUN at 7
50 DANfORTH ST .. PORTLAND

RESERVE NOW!

797-3338

VISA & MasterCard ACCEPTED

and former director of BalletJazz de Montreal, who
worked with the company
over the last year. Performances of "From the Top" are
tonight through Saturday at 8
p.m. at the Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest
A ve., Portland. Tickets are
$12 and are available at the
PPAC box office. For more
information, call 871-1013.

country
music star
AnneMurray is in
town for one
show at 8 p.m.
at the Cumberland County
Civic Center.
Tickets are $17.50
and are available
at the box office.
• At the other end
of town John Hiatt
performs two shows
at Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave., Portland. The
shows are scheduled
for 7 and 10 p.m.Tickets
are $15 in advance,773-6886.
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• Explore the sky and sea
this morning. The Maine
Audubon Sodety's morning
birdwalk takes place at
Mackworth Island and continues on to the Sodety's
Gilsland Farm location. The
walk begins at 7 a.m. rain or
shine at the Guard House on
Mackworth Island, located
off Rt. 1 in Falmouth (right
after the Portland-Falmouth
bridge). For more information, ca11781-2330.
• The Gulf of Maine Aquarium is having a low tide
walk to explore marine
animals and plants at Kettle
Cove in Cape Elizabeth. The
walk begins at 10 a.m. It is
free for museum members
and children under 5, $3 per
person for non-members.
Reservations are required;
call 772-2321.

tin machine
7.49
LP/CASS

12.99
CD
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Food and Drink of the Gods
Fe:atm:.inlll Greek specials and Greek wines
every Saturday night.

North Star & WCI2
present

CHERYL WHEELER

&

...,

CHRISTINE LAVIN

in concert

Saturday, June 3 8pm
First Parish Church 425 Congress St. Portland, Maine
Tickets: SID. advance available at RECORD EXCHANGE.
Portland / MACBEAN'S MUSIC. Brunswick / all STRAWBERRIES
S12 at the door
reservations / information: 207-773-6205

Virtuoso from Gambia

MALOKA

•••

Supercharged Soukous Orchestra
Friday. June 2nd
7:00 & 10:00 2 Shows
Portland Perfonning Arts Center
25A Forest Ave.
Tickets $13 Call: 774-0465
Available also at Amadeus Music
& Gallery Music

SILYER

BIG SOUNDS FROM ALL OVER ....
1989 MUSIC SERIES PRESENTED
PORTLAND
with support
from: PERFORMING ARTS
Sonesta Hotel Portland
MPBNandt?J

Turte
Sat.. June 24
~N~extConcert:Cham====berMUSicMee~tsJazz!
30.

~

Quartet

Island

k.d.

Y

SCREEN

Earth Girls Are Easy A dim-witted
musical comedy that celebrates tacky
pop culture to the max. Geena Davis of
'The Accidental Tourisr fame stars as
a ditzy Valley Gi~ who latches onto
three sex-starved visitors from anether
planet after their rocket ship makes a
wrong tum in Albuquerque and lands in
her swimming pool. A lot of high-gloss
backdrops and grabber colors mark this
film, and the dialogue will ring bells with
anyone who watches TV commercials
regula~y. Some of the musical numbers
are OK, but overall it's a so·so show.
Jeff Goldblum and Charles Rocket co·
star.

What's Where
Maine Mall Cinemas
MaIne Mall Road, S Portland

774-1022

De.d Poet. Society IPGI
Saturday. 7 pm

lopens June 2)
1:15.3:15,5:15,7:20,9:20
(op8ns June 2)

12:50,3,5:10,7:25,9:45

Field 01 D....... IPG.131
1:30,4,7, 9:30

K.e IPG.131

" 3:10, 7:25, 9:35
Ithrough Juno 1)

...t Semawy (RI

12:50.3.5:05,7:10,9:20
(through June I)

lIoadhou. . IRI
1:30,4,7.9:20

How I Got Into CollegelPG.131
5:15 only (through June 1)

_

Indian. Jlon ••

the Last CrusadelPGI
1:30,4:05,7:10,9:40
(no 7:1 a show Saturday)

Raoul's is BIGGER!

Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle, Portland

772·9751
(no first show Man-Fri)

IIii

Schedule subjea to change

Dance Floor

Gon. With The WInd
Opens June 2, call lor l imes

K.Q IPG-t31

Field of Dreams Kevin Costner stars
in another movie about baseball and
dreams (not a bad combination).
Kostener plays an Iowa farmer who
builds a baseball diamond on his corn
field so that Shoeless Joe Jackson will
return to play.

,- - - - - - - .......- - - - - - 1

New
Seatino

-No obstructTOns-

Staoe
25xT2

** New
raised stage
Giant new dance floor
** New
Same great atmosphere
tourist gift center

1:35.4:15.7:10,9:35

hrth GIrls Are Ea.y IPGI
1:.0,4:05,6:45, 9:30

ScandallRI

1:30.4:20.7,9:20

See No EvlllAI

1:45,4:10,7:15,9:25

The Adv.ntu.... or
8_on Munch.usen IPO)
1:20. 4:05, 6:50, 9:15

Beach•• (Rt

."};

The Adventures 01 Baron Mun·
chau.en is another fantasy from
Terry Gilliam, who directed the futuristic
fantasy 'Brazil.' In this movie, the time
is passed. John Neville plays an 18th
century nobleman who takes a joumey
to save a city under seige.

Elvis Hitler (rock) Gene's, 13 Brown,
Portland. 761·2506.
Zug Zug with Wooden Igloo (new
music) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland.
774-1441 .
Bates Motel (rock) Marble Bar, 53 York,
Portland. 773-5516.
The Sighs (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market, Portland. 774-5246.
Open Mike Night 8:30 pm Spring Point
Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. PorUand. 767·
4627.

Reneg.d"IRI

12:45,3:45,7,9:50

15x40

Thursday.

No Hold. a ....d IPG-131

PInk Cad"'"" IPG.131

Bar

Renegades Teenage heartthrob Kiefer
Sutherland plays an undercover cop
seeking to revenge a murder with an
Indian played by Lou Diamond Phillips.

How I Got Into College A harmless
teen flick from the director of 'Better
Off Dead' and "One Crzay Summer"
about a high school senior's
determination to follow his dream girl to
a cozy liberal arts college. Snazzy vi·
sual, occasional laughs.
I ndlana .Jones .nd the Last
Crusade If you're familiar with any of
Indy's previous ·crusades,' you'll
probably enjoy this one too.

1:40, 4:05, 6:45 (through June 1)
Pelle The Conqueror

1:15, 4, 6:45. 9:30

~hrough

June 1)

Say Anything 1PG-131

1:35.4:15,7:10,9:35 (through June I)
Lost Anv". (R»
9:30 only ~hrough Juno I)

Road House Patrick Swayze stars as
a Rambo-type bouncer in a rough-andtumble Missouri club. If you like gory
gun deaths, beatings, stabbings, etc.,
this flick is for you."Dirty Dancing' it
ain't.
Say Anything is not the run-of-themill teenage romance. John Cusack
plays Lloyd, a teenager in love with the
seemingly unattainable Diane Court
(lone Skye). The lives, obsessions,
dreams and frustrations of the
teenagers in this movie ring true. The
romance is more mature than what
we're given in a lot of 'adult" movies.
The advice about dating from the guys
who hang out in the Sit and Sip is, in itself, worth the price of admission.
• recommends ...
Scandal John Hurt is enticing in his
role as Stephen Ward, the society doctor who introduced the lovely Christine
Keeler to the Minister of War Profumo,
which resulted in Ihe affair that scandalized Britain's Conservative Party in
the early '60s. A fine performance by
Joanne Whalley-Kilmer as Keeler; she
plays the ambiguity of her relationships
with all the men in her life wonderfully.

The Movies
10 Exdlange, Portland

772-9500

Brlghtnes.

May 31,",une4

Wod-Sat7.9

Sal-Sun mat BI 1

SUn eve at 7
TaplPG-131
JUn&3~

SaI-Sun mal aJ 3

Sun ave at 9
Mon·Tueal7.9:1s

a.ghad cale IPGI

Visit Raoul's To

June 7-11
Wed-Sal al7, 9
Sat-Sun mat BI 1

Bagdad Cafe is a fabulous movie
about two fabulous women . Marianne
Sagebrecht plays a German tourist who
leaves her husband while driving
through the Mojave desert. CCH K •• James Belushi plays a cop with a
Pounder plays a cafe/motel owner with
dog chasing drug dealers.
her own family troubles. The two meet
No
Holds B .... d Hulk Hogan plays a
up at Bagdad Cafe. Sagebrecht wants
wrestling
champion in this action·ad·
to fit in (even if she does hate the cof·
venture. Interesting casting.
fee) and Pounder wants nothing to do
with the foreigner (even if she does help Pet Sematary The movie version of a
Stephen King novel, filmed right here in
out around the cafe). By the end of the
the Pine Tree State. In this one a cat
movie the women are friends and they
gets buried in an ancient Indian burial
are happy. Although the ending is a bit
ground and is transformed into a ghoul.
sugary, the characters' and the plot's
According to most accounts, the book
idiosyncrasies are truly engaging.
.recommends ...
is better.
Brightness (Veelen) Rooted in the Pink C.dlllac Clint Eastwood makes
myths of director Souleymane Cisse's
the day of Bemadette Peters.
native Mali, this magical and haunting Rain Man Dustin Hoffman plays an
autistic adult, Raymond Babbitt, who
film deals with a boy's joumey, the rehas Inherited his father's estate. Tom
ward for completing which will be the
Cruise plays his brother, who has just
granting of special powers for masterdiscovered his brother's existence and
ing the forces that surround him.
has his eye on the inheritance. UnforDead Poets Society Robin Williams
tunately, Cruise's performance Is just
puts down the guise of the comedian in
good enough; he is diminutive in the
Peter Wei~s ('The Year of Living Dangerously' and 'Witness") latest drama
presence of Hoffman.
about an English teacher in a strict
boys prep school.
The Dream Team Michael Keaton,
Christopher Lloyd, Peter Boyle and
Staphen Furst playa group of mental
patients in this comedy, separated from
their therapist while on an outing . This
is just another concept comedy from
Hollywood. The only thing this one has
going for it is that Keaton's awful sexy
when he gets mad.

Cinema City
Westbrook Plaza
854-9116

Movies are not scheduled at press time;
call ahead 10 conflnn trmes

Rain M. . IRI
7,9:15,

weekend mBlsat 1, 3:15

_NoEvU(1I1
7:15.9:15
woekand mats aI 1:15, 3:15
Crtmt ..... L• •
7.9, weekend mats at 1, 3

MajorL_gue
7,9, weekend mals at 1. 3
Dr• .."T••m

7:15, 9~S, W&ekend mat .. 1:15, 3:15

Evening Star

Schedule subloct to change
Tontine Mall, Brunswick
729-5486
The
Adv_
........
_
_
......
IPG)

7,9:20

Prides Corner Drlve·ln
Bridgton Road, Westbrook
797-3154
Open Frlday-Sunday

,et __
8:30 pm

The Accu....
10:15pm

Saco Drlve·ln
Rout. 1 ,5000
282-4386

•••

See No Ev", Hear No Evil For the
third time Gene Wilder and Richard
~ryor team up, and though the chemISt'Y between the two works and though
thetr talented comedians, they're saddled here with a script that isn't chock
full of imagination or imaginative char·
acters. Wilder plays a deaf newsstand
?perator, and Pryor is a blind man. Ustng their available senses, they witness
a murder related to industrial espionage. The obligatory chase scenes
w~th cops and hide-and-seek with vii·
latns ensue. There are some good
chuckles here, but not as many as
you'd expect with Pryor and Wilder.
T.p Gregory Hines stars an ex-dancer
on parole trying to decide whether to
return to a life of crime or a life of
dance . Tap is a danoo-Iover's dream a
high:energy film that captures all the
magIC and allure of dance.

Friday.
The Band That Time Forgot (60's
rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland.
774-1441.
The Upsette.. (r&b) Dry Dock 84 Commercial, Portland. 774-3550. '
The Sighe (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market, Portland. 774-5246.
Bre.kdown (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton, Portland. 774'()444.
Blockyard (rock) The Brunswick, 34 W.
Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 934·2209.
Hot Property (rock) Gene's, 13 Brown ,
Portland. 761-2506.
Kopterz (rock) Marble Bar, 53 York, Portland. 773·5516.
Savoy Truffle Horsefeathers 193
Middle, Portland. 773·3501.
'
Bishop Avenue Band Mikie O's, 646
Forest Ave, Portland. 772'()OO5.
Blues Prophets (blues) $3 Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 713-6886 .
Scott Oakley Oazz) Blue Moon, 425
Fore, Portland. 871'()883.
Foday Musa Suso and Maloka (Amcanlworld beat) 7 and 9:30 pm, Portland
Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave.,
Portland. TIckets are $13. For more information , call 774-{)465.

Saturday.
The Sighs (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market,
Portland. 774-5246.
The Upsette.. (r&b) Dry Dock, 84 Com·
merclal, Portland. 774-3550.
Breakdown (rock) Old Port Tavern 11
Moulton, Portfand. 774'()444.
'
Blockyard (rock) The Brunswick, 34 W.
Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 934-2209.
Bates Motel and Tankl F"p (rock)
Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland. 761·2506.
Kopterz (rock) Marble Bar, 53 York Portland. 773-5516.
'
Savoy Truffle Horsefeathers, 193
Mtddle, Portland. 773-350 1.
Bishop Avenue Band Mikie O's, 646
Forest Ave, Portland. 772'()OO5.
Blue. Prophets (blues) $3 Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Cheryl Wh. .ler and Christine Lavin
(countrylfolk) 8 pm at the First Parish
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland. TIck·
ets are$10!n advance (available at Record
Exchange. tn Portland, Macbean's Music
tn BrunSWICk and al all Stawberries) $12
at the door. To reserve tickets call '7736205. For more information 'call 3548928.
'
Rockln' Vibration (reggae) Tree Cafe
45 Danforth, Portland. 774·1441.
'
Ro"al River Chorus 01 Sw. .t Adeline. (female barbershop music) Benefit
concert for the Family Crisis Shelter 7
pm, Woodlords Congregational ChurCh
202 Woodfords S~ Portland. TIckets are
a $6 donation and are available at Gallery
Mu~ic or Amadeus Music. For more information call 874-1197.
Light and the Mustard S. .d Choir
(contemporary Christian) 7 pm, First Lutheran Church, 132 Aubum St., Portland.
Cindy Finkle (acousticl 7-11 pm Broad
Arrow Tavem, Harraseeket Inn, 162 Main
St., Freeport. 865-9377.
Seott Oakley (jazz) Blue Moon, 425
Fore, Portland. 8rl-0663.
Ram Island Dance Party West End
Gallery, 34 Danforth, 8-12 pm. Benefit for
Ram Island Dance. $10. Cash Bar. Music
by The Charlie Brown Orchestra. For
more information call 773·2562.

Sunday.
Woodland Collaborative Folk ballads
and country/rock 3·7 pm at The Center for
the Arts, 804 Washington, Bath. lickets
are $101$8. For more information call
442-8455.
'

Arrow (soca) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth,
Portland. 774·1441.
The Pa..uaslons (soul) Zootz, 31 Foresl, Portland. 2 shows, 6:30 pm & 8:30
pm, tickets $15, available at Amadeus
Music and ZOOIZ. 773-8187.
Big Chle' & the Continental. (r&b)
every Sunday 5-8 pm aboard Casco Bay
Lines, departing from the Ferry Terminal.
Franklin and Commercial, Portland Fo;
ticket information, call 774-7871. .
Music .Jams Irish Jam Session 2-6 pm
Gritty McDuff's, 396 Fore, Portland. 7722739; Blues Jam Session 12-8 pm Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441;
Reggae Jam Session with Dani Tribes·
man 7·11 pm Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave,
Portland. 773-6886; Open Mike Night at
Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland. 774-1441 .

Restless Recording Artist

ELVIS

HITLER~tl1MARKEDDECK

HOT PROPERTi
ell §*.
with special guest

i

BATES MOTEL
and TANK.

FLIP

OPEN MIKE NIGHT "Bring your guitar"
LOOK FOR: THE NEIGHBORHOODS Fri. 6123

Monday.
Boiled In Lead (post-punk) Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.

Tuesday.
Commander Cody and HI. Lost
Planet Alnnen (rock) Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth, PorUand. 774-1441.
Portland. Folk Club Summer Song
Swaps wtll be held the first and third
Tuesdays in June and July at the Munjoy
Hill Observatory, 7:30 pm, $1 donatton
requested. Open to all, performers and
hsteners. For more information call 7739549
Bon .Jovl (rock) Seaside Perfroming Arts
Center, Old Orchard Beach. 934-1731.

Restaurant and Tavern
Fri & Sat June 2·3

Wednesday.
The Whigs and Crazy Moonbeam
(rock) $2 Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Port·
land. 774-1441 .
Red Light Revue (r&b) every Wed at
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland. 7736886.
Kathie Stebbins (acoustic) 4-7 pm,
Broad Arrow Tavern, Harraseeket Inn,
162 Main St., Freeport. 865-9377.

dancing.
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland. Thu: house
music and new music; Fri: progressive
dance mi~; Sat: latest dance music; Sun:
request night; Wed: new wave - all ages.
773-8187.
The Exchange Club, 33 Exchange,
Portland. Open Wed-Sun, until 3:30 am
on Fri-Sat. 773.()300.
Boogie Bash Alcohol and smok&-free
dance first Friday of each month: June 2,
July 7, Aug 4, 9:30 pm-12:30 am at Ram
Island Dance studiO, 25A Forest Ave
'
Portland. Admission is $3.
Kiss Club Night for singles Fridays, 8
pm at the Ramada Inn, outer Congress
St., Portland. 773-1688.

Fri, Sat, & Sun June 9·11

Bro

upcoming.
Atlantic Chamber Sololstsconducted
by Richard Vanstone perform works by
Bach and Vivaldi June 8, B pm in Corthel!
Concert Hall, USM Gorham. TIckets are
$8. For more information, call 839-5922.
Anne Murray (pop/country) June 9, 8 pm
at the Cumbe~and County Civic Center.
TIckets are $17.50 althe box office, TIcketron ouUets or charge by phone at 800382-8060.
.John Hiatt June 9 (rock) Raoul's, 865
Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
Sun Ra & His Arkestr. Oazz) June 9,
7:30 and 10 pm at the Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth, Portland. TIckets are $14 in
advance, $15 day of the show. 774-1441.
.Jackson Browne with David LI",
die" & EI Rayo-X (rock) Veteran's
Memorial Park, Manchester, NH, June
15,7:30. All seats reserved, $18.50 ar.d
$16.50, tickets available atTIcketron, Te~
etron, all Strawberries locations and !he
Record Exchange in the Old Port. I=or
more information call 603-627-6028.
.Jazz It Up Brad Terry and The Friends of
Jazz are offering a series of jazz work·
shops at the Schoolhouse Arts Center at
Seb,!-go lake beginning Aug 2. Minimum
reqUIrements for enrollment are an ability
to play the chromatic scale on an instru·
ment. All participants are subject to ap.
proval by The Friends of Jazz. Sessions
are Wed momings Aug 2, 9 and 16. Fee
is $75 with a non-refundable registration
fee of$10. For more information ca1l642·
3743.
'
Elvis Coste"o Aug 16 in Veterans Park,
Manchester, N.H. TIckets are available
now at Strawberries, Record Exchange
and TlCketron. For more information call
603-627-802

s....
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Waterfront Patio
Is Open!
Watch for our
new raw bar...

HAPPY HOUR
4-6 MON.-FRI
on the waterfront
in the Old Port

84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME e 774.3550

Stained Glass
Renovation and Design
of Fine Art Glass Windows
Since 1976
630 Forest Avenue,
Portland, ME
774-4154
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Art Callery at Six Deering, Portland.
New paintings by Frank Federico. Preview and reception for the artist June 2, 69 pm. Open house June 3, t 1 am-5 pm.
Also, new works in pastel by Timothy
Parks and other artists represented by
the gallery. Both exhibits continue through
June 24. Hours: TUB-Sat 11 am-5 pm
during the firsttwoweeks of the month; by
chance or appOintment thereafter. 7729605.
Sawy.r Street Callery, 131 Sawyer
St., S. Portland. Grandopening June 4, 37 pm. Works by Marian Baker, Sharon
Townshend, Lynn Duryea, Abby Huntoon, Nancy Carrol and Nancy Nevergole. Gallery hours are Sat t t am-6 pm
and by appointment. 767-7113.
Thoma. Memorfal Library, 6 Scott
Dy.er.Rd., Cape Elizabeth. "Down Under," Rebecca GoodcIale Textile sculptor and
M'lgicl~ln David Copperfield performs
paintings by Thomas Connolly through
garment artist, speaks June 1,7:30 pm at
1,5:30 and 8:30 pm at the CumberJuly 7. Opening reception June 6, 6:30the Congress Square Gallery, 594 Conland County Civic Center. Tickets are
8:30 pm. 799-1720.
gress, Portland. Program presented by
$ t7.SOI$14.50at the boxoHice, Ticketron O'Farren can.ry, 46 Maine St., Brunthe
Union of Maine Visual Artists. Free
or charge by phone (800) 382-8080.
swick. "Figures and Landscapes: crawand open to the public.
8lg.oot Stole My Wi'e and Other ings and paintings by Gordon Carlisle
Maine Student Film & Video F •• tl·
Stori_ Mad Horse Theatre's final prowith sculpture by Christopher Gowell June
val Public screening of movies and the
duction olthe season is a collection sppofs
to-July 19. Opening reception June 10,
presentation of awards to the t 3 winners
on tabloid headlines. Showtimes Thu6-7 pm. 729-8228.
June 3, 1 pm at the Portland Museum of
Sun, through June 18, Theater of FanArt, Congress Sq., Portland. For more intasy, SO Danforth, Portland. 8 pm Thuformation, call 775-6t48.
Sat, 7 pm Sun. Tickets $13111. For ticket
Con.luence, Contra.t, Conflict:
information call 797-3338.
Portland Mu.eum o. Art Seven ConTwentieth Century Art at Bowdoin
A Funny Thing Happ.ned on the
gress Square, Portland. Hours: TUB-Sat,
Gallery talk given June 3, 2:30 pm in the
Way to the Forum Stephen
10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday eveWalker Art Building, Bowdoin College,
Sondheim's musical performed by the
nings, 6-9. Current exhibits: Earth, Sea
Brunswick. Free and open to the public.
Actors Theatre of Maine through June 22
and Sky: Charles Woodbury (throuQh June
For more information, call 726-3275.
at The OgunquitSquare Theatre in Ogun1t );Italy Real and Imagined: Etchings by Allianc. Francai.e o. Portland presquit. For reservations or more informaPiranesi and the Villa Binncci (through
ents Marie-Jose Williman, who speak on
tion, can 646-5151.
July 16); Perspectives: Lisa Allen (June
the "new" Louvre, June 7, 12 noon in Rm
Company by Stephen Sondheim perl-July 30); Landscape: Looking at the
415 of the Portland Public Library. For
formed by the Portland Players through
World Around Us (through June 7); and
more information, call 87t-t014.
June 11 at Thaxter Theater, 420 Cottage
"Raven's Grove: a majOr painting by Canter 'or Nallve Art is ottenng three
Rd, S Portland. Showtimes are Fri-Sat at
Andrew Wyeth (through 1989). 775-6148.
ongoing classes: Creative Arts Therapy
8 pm Sun at 2:30 pm. For ticket informa- Nancy
Margoll. can.ry, 367 Fore,
Group, every other Saturday, 7:30-9 pm
tion, call 799-7337.
Portland. Outdoor Design "Garden Show"
starting June 10; Ancient Art of PaperFrom the Top Casco Bay Movers Jazz with works by Mark Johnson, Abby Hunmaking for children (ages 6 and up) and
dance performance June 8-10, 8 pm at
toon and Sharon Townshend through
adults, June t 7, 1-4 pm; and MJral Paintthe Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A
June 22. 775-3822.
ing for children ages 6 and up June 23-25.
Forest Ave., Portland. Tickets are $12 Right Banque Ca'e, 225 Federal, PortTo register or for more information, call
and are available at the PPAC box office.
land. Paintings by Natalie Brinzowthrough
442-8399.
For more information, call 871-1013.
mid-June. Hours: 11 am-4 pm. 774-3074.
The Ma,. Show Mars, the next taraetfor Maine Potters Marltet, 376 Fore
human exploration of outer space, IS the
Portland. Elegant floral design stoneware
subject of a new show at Southworth
by Toby Rosenberg through June 8.
Planetarium. Show debuts June 2, 7:30
Hours: Daily 9 am-9 pm. For more inforpmat the planetarium, 96 Falmouth St.,
mation call 774-1633.
Portland. 780-4249.
Cre.nhut Can.rle., 146 Middle St.
Planetarium Sho_Southworth PlanePortland. Original artwork by Connie
tarium, 96 Falmouth St., Portland (USM
Hayes, Ed Phales, Scott Sandel, Glenn
campus). Astronomy shows: Wednesday,
Renell, Jake Dahmen, Margaret Babbitt
Friday and Sunday at 7:30. Laser light
and others June t -30. Hours: Mon-Sat
shows: Wednesday "Son of a Well-Tem10:30 am-5:30 pm. 772-2693.
pered Laser" (classical) 8:30 pm, Friday 8arrldoH Can.ri•• , 26 Free S~ PortPink Floyd's "Dark Side of the Moon"
land. New sculpture by Jeff Kellar, through
8:30, and Saturday "Top 40 Show" 7:30
June 10. Also, 19th and early 20th Cenand Pink Floyd's "Dark Side of the Moon"
tury American art. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri
8:30. Admission is $3 for adults, $2 for
to am-5 pm, Sat 12 noon-4 pm. 772seniors and children. For more informaSOt 1.
Croups, Social Movement.,
tion, call 780-4249.
Callery 127, t 27 Middle, Portland. Social
and Regime R•• pon.e In Go ...
Recent Maine landscapes by Gina Werfel
bachev'. Soviet Union Marcia A.
through June 10. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-6
Weigle, assistant professor of governpm, Sat 10 am-5 pm. 773-3317.
ment, speaks June 2, 2 pm in Daggett
We.t End Callery, 34 Danforth, PortLounge, Wentworth Hall, Bowdoin Colland. Abstract works by Philip Austin,
lege, Brunswick. Free and open to the
Susan Palfrey Pedersen, Thomas
public. For more information, call 725Stenquist and Jack Welch through June
3151.
7. Hours: Tue-Sat 11 am-5 pm, Sun 12-4
Maine Home.chool A••oclatlon 2nd
pm. 775-7949.
Annual Conference, June 3, Chop Point
Congre •• Square Call.ry, 594 ConCamp/School, Route t 28, Woolich. Keygress, Portland. Recent landscapes and
note sf'9akers are the Colfax family from
sm! lifes by Maine painter George Van
BoonVille, CA, who taught entirely at home
Hook through May 27. 774-3369.
their four sons, three of whom have been
Dean V.'.ntga. Callery, 60 Hampadmitted to Harvard on full scholarships.
shire St, Portland. Recent work by Alice
1.land Vaudeville F•• tlval June 2-3,
Registration at the door only, $30 per
Steinhardt through June 1t. Hours: Thu
Greenwood Gardens Theatre, Peaks Isfamily, $18 individual. For more informa6-9 pm, Sat-Sun 1-5 pm. 772-2042.
land. Admission $5 at the door. A boat
tion call 777-1700.
leaves Casco Bay Lines Terminal 8 pm The Artl.ans, 334 Forest, Portland. "Tab- Journal Workshop. with Alfred Deernacled," a collection of paintings, colFriday and 7 pm Saturday for sunset nde
Pew for beginners and those who would
lages and constructions by Michael
to Peaks, returning at 10:40 pm. Theatre
like to deepen and expand their journals
Lukachko,
through
June
13.
772-5522.
is short walk from ferry tanding.
June &-July to; Mondays, 7-9 pm . Also a
The
D.vir.
Mu.lc:
Portrait.
of
the
Variety Show and Auction Benefit for
Journal Workshop for Men, Tuesdays, 7Blue. PholO~raphs of blues musicians
the Proprioceptive WritinQ Center, with
9 pm. Both workshops run for six weeks.
from
MemphiS
to
Chicago
by
Myron
bids taken on a variety of Items. Various
Cost is $100. To register, call 776-3708.
Samuels at the Portland Performing Arts AHordable
entertainment. TICkets $15, available at
Hou.ing Portland Chapter
Center, 25A Forest Ave., Portland. Exthe door. June 3, 7 pm, State Street
of the Women's Council of Realtors will
hibit
will
continue
through
July
9
and
may
Church, 159 State, Portland. For more
hold a breakfast meeting on June 6, 8:30
be viewed during performances at PPAC.
information call 772-1847.
am at Merry Manor in S. Portland. Valerie
Stein
Cia
••
Canery,
20
Milk
St.,
PortWorld'. Large.t Carage Sale Area
Lamonte from USM Center for Real Esland.
Works
by
Chris
Heilman
and
Joyce
non-profit groups sell handmade and
tate Education will discuss affordable
Roessler
through
June
15.
772-9072.
second-hand items June 3, 9 am-4 pm at
housing issues. For reservations, call
the Cumberland County Civic Center.
Elizabeth McAfee at 774-4497.
Sanclpipars Single. Club for more
Parental Right. and Re.ponslblll.
mature singles will hold its 16th Annual
11_ YMCA Young Fathers PrOQram will
80wdoln
College
M
....
um
o.
Art,
Dinner Dance at the Shawmut Inn, Kenhold a workshop for young fathers beBrunswick:
'Picasso:
Imaginary
Portraits,
nebunkport, June 10, 6 pm. For more
tween the ages of 12and 24 June 6, 5:30
1969"
through
June
4.
"Asian
Art
in
Miniinformation and reservallons call 776pm atthe Portland YMCA, 70 ForestAve.,
ature:
Chinese
Snuff
Bonles
and
Japa36SO in Portiand, 985-0072 in Kennebunk.
Portland. For more information, call 874nese
Netsuke"
through
June
4.
"ConfluProspective new members mostweicome.
1111 ext. 221.
ence,
Contrast,
Conflict:
Twentieth
Cen1989 Star Search Applications for the
tury Art at Bowdoin" through June 4. Renne Your Calling and Seiling
Star Search talent competition at this
Skill. Two-week mini-<:ourse June 7 and
"Recent Gift: Selections from William H.
year's Deering Oaks Family Festival are
17 offered by the American InstiMe of
Alexander
Collection"
through
June
18.
now being accepted. The winner of this
Banking. Topics to be discussed include
Hours:
Tue-Fri
10
am-4
pm,
Sat
10
am-5
solo vocalist competition will receive an
setting objectives and preparing for a
pm and Sun 2-5 pm. 725-3275.
audition for a chance to appear on the nasuccessfur call, conoocting a successful
N.
Yarmouth
Academy,
123
Main
St,
tionally syndicated televiSion show "Star
meeting and solving clients' problems
Yarmouth. New photographs by AbraSearch '89." Interested persons may
through consultive selling . Fee is $57
ham
A.
Schechter
through
June
t2.
obtain applications at area Shop-n-Save
plus a book fee of $17. Registration deadSupermarkets, and by calling or writing
line is June 1. For more information, call
the Chamber of the Greater Portland
772-7842.
Region, 142FreeSt.,PorUand. 772-2811.
Children'. Resource Center is
The Center for The Art., 804 Wash- The
a
community recycling facility which gathington, Bath. Collectors Choice, works of
ers materials that would have been disart loaned by collectors through June 3.
carded by' Maine industries and makes
Marine Show June9-July 11. Hours: TUBthem available for imaginative projects. A
Fri 10 am-4 pm, Sat t 2 -4 pm. 442-8455 .
new board member is needed to attend
HOM Sound Caneri.. North, 58
occasional meetings and discuss posMaine S~ Brunswick. Grand re-<>pening
sible fund raising methods for this comJune 10. Gallery hours 10:30 am-5 pm
munity resource. For more information,
TUB-Sat. 725-4191.
call the Center for Voluntary Action 874Maine Women In the Art. Statewide,
1015.
non-profit group promotes women artists
in all media. An exhibit of works of hand- Clobal Village Host homes are needed
for multi-national youth program this summade paper, folk art, photography, sculpmer. EF Global Village is bringing stuture, rubbings, pastels, water colors and
dents from Sweden, Spain, Italy and
pen-and-ink drawings is on display
France to Greater Portland fOr four-week
through June 3 at Fine Line Gallery, 636
education and recreation programs in July
Rt. 1, Scarborough. Hours: Mon-Fri 10
and August. Retirees, single parents,
am-6 pm, Sat 10 am-5 pm. 883-1510.
working couples, families - anyone with
Maine Art. Comml•• 'on Artworks by
room for students is welcome. Hosts
participants in the Very Special Arts Proreceive a $200 per student per month
9,ram who are delegates 10 the Very
room and board stipend and travel oppor~ial Arts Festival in Washington will
tunities. Call or write EF Global Village,
be featured at the Govemo~s Gallery
P.O. Box 5157 Station A, Portland, ME
Space, State House, Augusta, through
04101,772-1979.
. Danforth Street Callery 34 Danforth
June 9, 9 am-5 pm.289-2724.
Portland. Momma, anexhibiithatattemptS
10 capture the idea, spirit and essence of
Mother. <:)penin!! reception June 2, 6-9
pm. Exhibit conbnues through June 23.
775-1833.

June 1, f 889

OFF~

ar.und town

Mexican ~estaurant
Watering
Hole
Open 4pm - 7 Days a week - Happy Hour Mon-Fri
242 St. John St. Union Station Plaza, Portland, Me 874-6444
A

f~ll PortsTOOtll:al<e 95 t.ortl\- 295 North' Congress ~ Exrt· 1st set of lights, go ~hl UnlOIl StaOOn Plaza, you're there!

110 Juan's

CONCORD,N_H_~! Margarita's

ORONO,ME.
HL

THE RED LIGHT REVUE

,

>

Every Wed Nite at Raoul's - Motown Dance Pa
May 31 Dance Party at Raoul's
June 7 Raoul's Dance Party
June 2 ME Medical Party-Private
June 9 WMGXParty at Monument
June 3 E1 Mirador
Square noon to 1:30
June 4 Longfellow II Cruise-Private June 10 Private Party Falmouth (Afternoon)
June 5 T-BirdHace Magazine Party June 10 USM Gorham (Evening)
Watch for Summer Cruise '89 on the Longfellow n
Sunday, June 25, 7:30 to lOpm
Specializing in Weddings, Corporate & Private Functions and Nightclubs.

CALL 883-2802
,
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SENSE

schools+libraries

V'D~F"~'
·ve"l.iiI
Two Great Young

Bands
New Music Night •
New England

ZUGZUGand

e

Save time and money.. "
... ~ave your ~ovies
delivered & picked up!

WOODEN IGLOO
THE

BAND

THAT

e

Surf boards
Boogie boards
Skim boards
F-2 Soil boards
nga Soil boards
Neil Pryde Sails

Wafer skis
F-2 Be O'Neill Wet suits
T Be C Surf wear
Oakley Eyewear
Fashion T-shirts
Thule Roof racks

•

opening.

--"ORE •••

-- .-

The Place
425 Forest Avenue, Portland
Near Interstate 295

774-2091

More Foreign, Classic
& Cult Films for your
varied tastes!

,

• SUBS

Choose from the largest
selection in Portland.

773·1999

• PASTA DINNERS

TIME

FORGOT

• FRIED DINNERS

Dance
to Reggae's Beat

David ("Kung Fu")
Carradine stars in this
gritty sci-fi thriller
that whisks viewers
into a nightmarish
world of apocalyptic
future shock!

ROeKIN' VIBRATION

Blues Jam
The Original

ARROW
from the island of Montserrat.
Winner of Trinidad's Musical
Carnival perfonning his hit

"HOT,HOT,HOT"
Two shows, one price $10 for both
Get Tickets Now! 8 &10:30

Free
Membership

Folk Rock
Multinational recording
Artists from Minneapolis

• COLD DRINKS
• TAKE-OUT
I
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BOILED IN LEAD

,--------...,

J

Tickets
now on sale

COMMANDER

CODY
and his LOST
PLANET AIRMEN
$6 Party Price

THE

WHIGS
and CRAZY
MOONBEAM
Rock original Portlanders $2

NEATS
TRUE NON·

out.f town

'-

e

17

and his .nJU,J,Jl.DIIo,J .L ..La.r.. .
7;30 &10:00 Shows
$15.00 Day of. Get

COMING _ _ _ __
IN JUNE!
• The 'Iraggically Hip
& Rigarnarole
(Old Port Fest)
• (Bop) Harvey
• Eek·a . Mouse
• Mahlathini
& the Mahotella

. . . new and profeSSional
IiJ organization molded from
the area's most legendary bands.

m laying...R & B, Motown

~ Sixties Classics, Swing ~d

MIscellaneous Musical Jewels.

Now booking for
weddings, special events
company and private parties,

Call: 774-4349
or 767-0873
June 2-3

LEARN
TO SAIL
Our sailing school offers
basic and advanced
courses on Coastal
Cruising and Bare Boat
chartering - call today!

774-9774

BRAVO'S" Gardiner

/~?"'7

Casco Bay Lines

SAILING
CENTER

-Every Sunday·

Swnmer Excursions Series

FULL SIZE
LUXURY E:\'TERTAlNl\'lEl'."T

RLSON,,;,
C1~TURNER

!)

Box 4 Union Wharf
Portland, ME 04101

..-. -..... ... .. .. .. ..

BOOKSTORE
~-~-

~

-

~-

- - --

"SIMPLY

u MAINE'S BEST
S
E

D

Share the Romance
at Portland's
Great Little
Italian Restaurant
41 Middle St. • Portland
774-2972

:

~

R
A
R

SECONDHAND
BOOKSTORE" E

B

•
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SUN. NOON-5

S

~

773-4200

~

B

HOURS
o
o
o TUE.-SAT. 10-5 o
K
K
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241 CONGRESS STREET
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Burrito·Special
~::$3.25 ~ .
~

~tZ

0

t:;¢??

Includes: ~
~.-r-t:? burritos, sour crearrf,'=-:-:--r~
guacamole, and your choice
of toppings from our topping bar.
0

~

by
Morgan
Shepard

0

Offer good only with this coupon. Expires 6/15/89

"BIGFOOT STOLE

My

WIFE AND OTHER STORIES"

Theater for enquiring tninds
Something for Everyone
on Fath 5 Day

,'~
If youlve got it, advertise it.
CASCO
YLJBA~

Deadline for June 15th issue is June 8. 775-6601
J

/
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Qualit) Printing

Special E"enh
Promotion lIem'J
Direct Mail

It's frightening to see what on this premise. "Bigfoot Stole ers a line that's a turkey as far
people want to believe in these My Wife," co-directed by as Barnett is concerned. It's an
days. For instance, every Sat- David Perkins and Melissa J. interesting study on what is
urdayevening,afterStarSearch Wentworth, is a series of one- acceptable and why, and the
has gone off the air, the faithful act skits, monologues and rules that govern communicatune in to hear the announce- songs geared toward exposing tion, or lack thereof.
"Words, Words, Words"
ment of the Tri-State Mega- the truth and fiction of what
features
Randy Aromando,
we
tell
ourselves,
what
we
bucks winning numbers.
Cynthia
Barnett
and Michael
choose
to
believe,
and
what
is
Wanting to win money isn't
chimps
doomed to
Rafkin
as
an
evening
of
actually
true.
It's
new, or bad; whole cities have
been built for this purpose. It's comedy, that is for the most type into infinity, or until they
discover how to key in Hamlet.
just that some believe that part, funny.
Mad Horse regulars Debo- But they don't know what
winning that money will somehow make everything better. rah Hall, Michael Rafkin, Cyn- Hamlet is, being chimpanzees,
It's pitiful to watch someone thia Barnett, Walt Dunlap, and so their chances are slim.
collect bottles 40 hours a week Randy Aromando and Kevin Their interactions, plus the
and buy Megabucks tickets Shone take the stage, along with bananas, the rope swing, and
with their earnings. There's Mad Horse musical director the stupid costumes, are just
something drastically wrong Victoria Stubbs Bradford, who plain goofy.
Some pieces are weaker than
also serves as accompanist for
here.
others. The
Of course,
songs,
aleven if one isn't
though deliva slave to the
ered nicely by
Megabucks
Deborah Hall,
god, one is still
aren't really
inundated with
necessary.
other junk offerAnd it isn't
ing false hopes
clear why Bigand instant sofoot makes an
lutions. Stand in
appearance.
line atthe su perWhy should he
market and igfeel a need to
nore the tabexplain himloids that blare
self?
Then
headlines at you
again, why do
while you pull
we need to beout your cat
lieve in Bigfood coupons.
PhotolStephen Fazio
foot? And even
Chances are, it's TlJe torments of dating in "Sure TlJing."
if the marketimpossible to ignore them, even if you don't the production. Some pieces ing scheme is cleverly distake them seriously . The fright- feature tabloid titles like Bigfoot guised as a robot, it still comes
ening thing is that, while some Stole My Wife, Ba by Born With across as a commercial.
Also, one wonders at the
of these ta bloids make no bones 2,000-Year-Old Bracelet, I Ate
about the fact that they are pure My Best Friend's Brain and The placement of the pieces. They
crap, others pretend to be har- Tablecloth of Turin. The pieces don't tie in with one another in
bingers of the truth. And you are monologues directed to the an obvious way, but should
can buy your truths cheap in audience by Randy Aromando, they? Probably not.
It is not a serious evening,
toda y' s chimeric society. Deborah Hall, Kevin Shone and
Walt Dunlap. These pieces although the underlying mesThirty-five cents a copy.
Many people aren't slaves were written by Ron Carlson. sage is serious. But even the
to the Enquiring god, either. The best skit is The Tablecloth message should not be placed
But there' salways Geraldo and of Turin. Dunlap is perfect as above the medium. Mad Horse
Morton Downey Jr. Turn on the twitty insurance investiga- knows how to entertain an
that set and watch them strut tor who has gained possession audience, whether it's deadly
their stuff. Downey spits out ofthe ta blecloth, His dry deliv- serious or tongue-in-cheek.
This summer, Mad Horse
palatable anger to an isolated ery alone, without the prop, is
watcher, and Geraldo Rivera is worth listening to. But the will be entertaining its audieven more frightening, because stains on the Tablecloth tell a ence in a new location, 955
of his "compassion." It's just story guaranteed to elicit a Forest Avenue. The theatre is
currently beingconverted,and
giggle now and then.
marketing, kids.
"Sure Thing" and "Words, will seat up to 125 people. Mad
I'm raving again. But the
point is, too many of us want to Words, Words/' both written Horse will be making the space
believe in something other than by David Ives, were the best available to other performance
ourselves these days. The pieces in the show. "Sure groups and organizations.
American dream has gone bust Thing" stars Cynthia Barnett
and we don't know how to fix as a woman minding her own
it. We've gotten too lazy to business and Michael Rafkin Morgan Sh.pard is playwright Sam
Shepard's cousin. She's been keeping this
dream. We want our truths as someone trying to pick her secrel because she doesn't want to cash in
handed to us, no matter what up. His attempts to do so and on lhe family name. And besides, she's
her attempts to deflate his ef- afraid Jessica Lange would be jealous of
those truths are.
her looks and talent
Mad Horse is basing its fi- forts are met with a bell that
nal production of the season rings every time Rafkin deliv-

VI.lon 2000 Citizen St.k.holders
Forum. Citizens are asked to share
ideas about the future of Greater Portland; housing, land use, grDW1h and
change are amonll the topics to be considered. Community meetings are as follows: June 1, SMVTI, Fort Road, S. Portland; June 5, Reiche School, 166 Brackett St, Portland; June 6, Cape Elizabeth
Hi!!h School, Ocean House Rd., Cape
Elizabeth; June 14. North Yarmouth
Academy, 123 Main St, Yarmouth; and
June 15, Lakes Region High School, Rt
302 Naples. All meetings run from 7-9:30
pm, For more information, call 773-8655,
Women Buslne.. Owners Meeting
June 1. 6 pm, Chamber of Commerce
BoardRoom, 142 FreeSt, Portland. Topic
for discussion will be benefit plans for
owners and employees. For more information call Becky Erickson at 761-0041.
On. Y •• r L.t.r: Th. Clo.lng of
P.nobscot Poultry .net the Tran.Ition of a V.t ....n Employ•• atthe
Portland Public Ubrary, level One, June
2-29, The photographs and oral hislory
document the impact on the community
when such a traditional industry vanishes,
A public forum and slide presentation will
launch the exhibit June 6 at 7 pm . 7734761 ext 110.

MountaIn Art. Summer Ban.t R •• I·
dency is a program of instruction for
Maine dance instructors July 11-12 at
Sugarloaf/uSA, CarrabassettValley. The
program fee is $30 per day. Registration
deadline is June 10. For more information, call 237-3505.
Dep....lon .nd M.nlc Dep....lon
Anonymous Support and information
group meets Mondays 7 pm at Williston
West Church, Thomas St., Portland.
Donations accepted. For more information, call 674-0800.
Young F.thers Prog...m at the Portland YMCA, 70 Forest Ave., offers a
support group for youn!! fathers every
Monday at 6 pm. Educabonal groups are
held on the second Tuesday of each
month. For more information, call Betsy
at 674-11 11 ext 221.
T_n.net Young Adult Clinic at Maine
Medical Center. Mondays 4-6 pm. Appointments are requested, but walk-ins
are welcome, For people ages 13-21. For
appointments or more information , call
671-2763.
T ... nsupport is a non-profit, non-sexual,
social and educational peersupportgroup
for transsexuals, erossdressers, their
families, friends and people interested in
gender issues. Meetings are held every
other Sunday at 6 pm . For more information, call 654-3526 or write to Transupport, P.O. Box 17622, Portland 04101.
The AIDS Project, 22MonumentSquare
(fifth floor) , Portland, lists many support
groups around Pordand for PWAs and
the lovers. caregivers and friends of
PWAs. For more information, call 7746677.
H.artline Cardiac Rehabllit.tlon
USM Lifeline Center program for individuals who have either had a heart attack or
coronary by-pass surgery . Classes held
at USM Portland gym and Reiche School
pool Mon, Wed and Fri. Call 760-4170 for
more information.

•

T.achlng About Fo...ts Three-day
workshop for teachers of grades 4· 12 on
forest ecology, Maine's forests and global
forestry concerns offered June 27-29,
6:30 am-4 pm at the Maine Audubon
Society's Gilsland Farm, Rt. 1, Falmouth.
To register, contact Carol LeMere at 7612330.

Blk. Malntenanc. & Saf.ty Check
Clinic. Trouble spots and preventive
maintenance are the topics at these clinics held every Saturday moming through
June 24, 9-10 am, althe LL Bean Retail
Store, Freeport.
YMCA Back Bay 5KJune 2, 7pm, Back
Bay YMCA, Portland, Walkers welcome.
For more information contact Bob Payne
at 655-6006 or Maria Keefe at 655-7350,
M.rk Hoffma.ter Memori.1 5·MII.r
June 4. 9:30 am, Westbrook Junior High.
For more information contact Jean Tho·
mas. 22 Skylark Dr. , Portland, 04103.
Phy.lcal Fitn... for Summ.r
Camp. USM's Lifeline Center is offering
a one-day workshop designed for professionals working in residential summer
camps,daycamps,privateandmunicipal
reereation programs , Its objective is to
provide current information and skills for

The Finest Resin Available

Maintenance free • Never needs painting
All chairs adjustable

Visit our new Resin Gallery
with savings of up to 35%

Mon· Sat 9 to 5 Thurs Eves t',1 8
, •
•
,
•

La ke Reg.- 0 n
e
l Furn.-ture
asua

activities
developing
safe
enjoyable
that enhance
theand
fitness
of young
campers. Workshop offered June 17 on the
USM Portland Campus. Fee is $40. Registration deadline is June 9. For more
information, call 760-4170,
Advanced Weight Training and Con-

:~~i~~e~:-~~~k,~~1S:t~i~; ~~~~

day, July 10. Classes will be held Mon.

~~R~s~~ti~~::a~~~~fs~~~ Jg~F~~

Casual Furniture that lasts.llfor years
72_5_R_oose
__
ve_~_lr_ai_1(_RI_.3_0_2l_,N_O_,_W_in_dha_m_,_M_E_04(l6
__
2_(20_7l_89_2_'83_63_ _...J

L ___

more information, call Lifeline at 7604170.

LA-THINK
ABOUT IT.
Blood Pr ••• ur. Chol •• t.rol
Scr.ening. June 1, 5-6 pm; June 6, 11
am-2 pm at USM Portland campus gym ,
Falmouth St Hosted by USM Lifeline
Center. First come , first serve , each
screening takes approximately 10 minutes. All screenings are open to the public. For more information call 760-4170.
Lifeline Swnmer Welln. . . Activlti •• Summer programs beginning lhe
first week of June Include the following :
Sunrise Yoga, Wednesdays6 :15-7"1 5am ;
Beginner Yoga, Thursdays. 6:45-6:45 pm ;
Intermediate Yoga, Wednesdays, 6 :306:30 pm; love Your Back, Tuesdays. 56:15 pm; rai Chi Ch'uan levell, Thursdays, 6-7 pm; rai Chi Ch'uan level II .
Thursdays, 7:10-6 :10 pm ; Pulmonary
Rehabilitation, Tuesdays and Thursdays,
12:45-1 :30 pm; SeniorFitness, Mon, Wad
and Fri, 10:3().11 :15 am . Classes are
offeredatthe USM Portland campus gym.
To register, call 760-4170.
A.R.T.S. Anonymous Weekly 12-step'
support group to help artists surrender to
creativity and help each other achieve
artistic freedom Saturdays, 10 am al
Walker Memorial Ubrary in Westbrook.
For more information, call Peg at 6541493.
Ma.ter Jazz Dance CI_. taught by
Adrienne Hawkins of the Impulse Jazz
Dance Company in Boston June 3, 12:30
pm at the Casco Bay Movers' studio at
34 1 Cumberland Ave., Portland. Cost is
$6, For more information, call 871-1013.
Portland Sufi Order Free public classes
Sunday evenings, 6:30-6 pm, at 232 St.
John's St., Portland. (Front door of building is locked; use the back door.) June 4,
Healing The Child Within. For more information, call 657-2605.
Fundament.ls of Ex.rcl•• lnstructlon USM Ufeline Center 10-week noncredit course for individuals with little or
no formal training or education in exercise
science, health fitness and exercise leadership. Classes meet 5:30-6:30 pm on
USM Portland campus. Registration
deadline May 31. For more information,
call 760-4170,
F...h St.rt Smoking cessation classes
begin June 5, 7-6:30 pm Monday evenings. four classes in each series. $40 for
four classes. ·What To Do When Your
Number Is Up: two-part cholesterol
education program, begins June 6, 6:307:30 Tuesday evenings. $25 fee, Mercy
Hospital, Spnng Street, Portland. Formore
information call 679-3197.
Theory and Concept. of RI.k A._.sm.nt Bingham Consortium for
Health Research Seminar Series June 6,
4:30-6 pm at the Dana Center, Maine
Medical Center. Free and open to the
public. For more information, call 7604540.
Aduft He.lth Screenings for diabetes, anemia, colorectal cancer and high
blood pressure, sponsored by Community Health Services, Inc. June 6: Congress Sq, Portland, 9:30-11:30 am; June
8: Salvalion Army, Cumberland Ave,
Portland, 10 am-noon ; June 13: Oakleaf
Terrace, Freeport, 9:30-11:30 am. For
more information call 775-7231 ext 55 1 or
1-600-643-433 1,
M.lne Medlc.1 Center needs volunteers to deliver flowers to patients and to
collect birth information from new parents
for press releases. For more information,
call the Center for Voluntary Action al
674-1015 .

Spring Natu.. Walk. at Scarboro
ough Ma. rsh Walk for groups of all ages .
Walks are scheduled Tue-Fri through the
end of the school year, Fee is $2.50 per
person With a minimum of $15 per group.

FOR
KI DS

For
reservations, call Carol LeMere at
761 -2330,
Spring cl.an-up of the Fo.. Rlv.r
•• nctuary sponsored by the Maine
Audubon Society June 3, 9 am-noon,
adults and children invited to help pick up
litter and debris. Please bring boots and
work gloves. Trash bags. maps and reIreshments will be supplied. Meet at the Children'. P....de Children's and Young
sanctuary, Rand Road, Portland, Formore
Adult Dept. of Portland Public Ubrary
information call 761-2330,
celebrates its summer reading program
Se.blrds of Matinicus Rock Maine
with a parade from Congress Sq. to
Audubon Society field trip to one of Maine's
Monument SQ. June 3 at 10 am . Maine
most famous seabird nesting colonies.
author Bruce McMillan will be the grand
June 4, 10 am-4 pm, leaving from Port
marshall, and children will be dressed as
Clyde. Reservations required. For more
their favorite book character. For more
information call 761-2330.
information, call 773-4761 ext. 130.
M.lne Outdoor Adv.ntu.. Club Casco B.y Mont ••• orf School
Meets June 7. 7 pm, People's Building ,
Spring F.lr Book sale, games. prizes ,
155 Brackett, Portland. Summer outing
bake sale, fun for children ages 3-7. June
trips to be discussed, Anyone welcome.
3. noon-3 pm. 440 Ocean St, S Portland,
For more information call Jessie at 883For more information call 799-2400.
1456.
Council of the RaInbow Warriors
Crul_ Ship Creet.rs Portland ConChildren's workshop presented June 4,
vention and Visitors Bureau is looking for
10 am-5 pm, Northeast Metaphysics, 33
volunteers to answer dockside questIOns
High Rd, Cornish. Experiential workshop
about the Portland area Greeters are
for ages 7-12 will focus on the fun and reo
needed Monday mornings and Thursday
sponsibility of the youn!1 rainbow warriors
afternoons June through October, For
of today. Pre-registration required. For
more information, call 674-1015.
more information calf 625-7447.
Bird W.lk. Maine Audubon Society of- Portl.nd Symphony Orchestra'.
fers free bird watching walks Saturdays
three youth ensembles - Young People's
through June 24, All walks begin at 7 am,
String Consort, Youth Wind Ensemble
rain or shine. The June 3 walk is being
and the Youlh Symphony Orchestra -will
held at Crescent Beach State Parle The
hold auditions June 7-9 at Deering High
June 10 walk is being held at Mackworth
School, Portland. Auditions forwoodwinds
Island & Gilsland Farm. For more inforwill be held June 7, 2:30-5 pm and June 9,
mation, call Phyllus Farr at 761-2330.
2:30-4 pm. Brass instruments audition
c..co B ... Bicycle Club Ride. June
June 7, 6-6 pm and June 9, 2:30-4 pm.
3,10 am, 30 miles in the Green area, Mike
Percussion, keyboard and harpists audiBernard 795-6239; June 4, lOam, Tour of
tions June 7, 6-9 pm and June 9, 2:30-4
Sebago Lake, George Wilmon~ 639-2309.
pm. String players audition June 6: vioPizza Ride. Casco Bay Bicycle Club,
lins, 2-5 pm; cellos, 6-6 pm; violas and
Thursday nights at 5 prn, 15-25 miles,
basses, 8-9 pm. Musicians will be exfrom Pal's Pizza. Scarborough. For more
pected to playa five-minute piece of their
information call Gary Davis at 856-4520,
own choosing as well as sight read a
C.noelng.nd K.yaklng for Women
piece chosen by the conductor. To book
New Routes will be offering the following
a rehearsal time, call Susan Danforth at
trips forwomen during lhe months of June
773-6126.
and July. Pre-registration is required on Moonw.lk Exhibit celebrates the 20th
all trips: June 4-10, Machias Riyercanoe
anniversary of America's first moonwalk
trip; June 11, Sea kayak day trip in
through June 30 at One Monument Way,
Harpswell; June 16-16, Sea kayaking
Portland (enler 11-13 Free St). Hours:
clinic on the New Meadows River; June
Mon-Sat 9 am-5 pm; Sun 11 am-4 pm.
19. Full moon paddling trip in Harpswell;
Admission is $2.50 per person; children
July 2-6, Midcoasl sea kayaking tnp; July
under 2, free. Admission price includes
9, Sea kayak day trip in Quahog Bay; July
admission to the Children's Museum.
13-16, Rites of Passage: Sea Kayaking Storie. for Kleis Portland Public Ubrary
Joumey in Penebscot Bay; July 16. Full
(773-4761): Mon, Wed and Fri, 10:30 am
moon paddling trip in Harpswell; July 20.
(stories resume June 19); Riverton Branch
Sea kayak day trip in Muscongus Bay;
library (797-2915): Fri, 10:30 am; ScarJuly 20-29, Allagash Wilderness Waterborough Public libraI)' (683-4723): Wed,
way canoe trip; July 24-28, Walking
10:30 am and 1 pm (3-5 year oIds) and
GenUy. Paddling GenUy: A Mid-Summer
Tue, 6:30 pm (5-6 year aids); Prince
Women's Retreat Forregistrationormore
Memorial Library, Cumberland (629information, call 729-7900.
3180): Wed, 10:30 am (2-3
olds);
Low Tide W.lk The Gullof Maine AquarThu, 10:30 am (3-5 year
ium will lead a walk to closely examine
marine animals and plants June 10, 1011 am al Kettle Cove, Cape Elizabeth.
The walk is free for museum members, $3
per person for non-members (free for
children under 5). Reservations are required; call 772-2321 ,

Want a beer with less alcohol
and less calories? Yes, LA beer
from Anheuser-Busch is there
waiting for you.
See if you can answer this baseball puzzler .. .Instead of having a
first baseman, second baseman, shortstop, third baseman,
and 3 outfielders,
could a team use,
say, onl y a first
baseman in the infield, and then put 6
men in the outfield
during a game?".Answer is
yes ...The official rules say that
outside of the pitcher and
catcher, the other 7 fielders may
play ANYWHERE as long as
they're in fair territory.
Call for LA in your favorite
restaurant or pick up a 6 pack
or two in any outlet.

Everwonderhow the Pittsburgh
PiratesgotthcnamePirates?".In
1890, Pittsburgh signed some
players who were already under
contract to another team ... Because of their actions
the league dubbed
them "the Pirates",
and that famous nickname has remained.
LA Beer has less alcohol, less calories
and less worries for
you. Think about it!
Here's a believe-it-ornot from golf... In
South Bend, Ind., on July, 21,
1966, Mrs. Harold J. Leyes shot
a hole-in-one on the 9th hole of
a golf course at 1 p.m .... Exactly
one hour later, on the same hole,
on the same course, on the same
day, her husband also shot a
hole-in-one ... What are the odds
on that happening?
The AIDS Project for
bringing the National
AIDS Memorial Quilt
to Portland.

,1\

Lobsters
Steamers
Shore Dinners
Corn on the Cob

Open 7 days
Complete menu
Lunch & dinner
Free parking

VISA • MASTERCARD • AMERICAN EXPRESS

33INDIAST,
PORTIAND

BRUNO'S 773-3530
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Indell

animals
antiques
aucUons
auditions
billboard
biz services
boats
body & soul
bUSiness opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs

by
Brenda
Chandler

home services
leaming
legal services
lost & found
musical ins1ruments
notices
person to person
recreation
ride board
roommates
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sale
real estate. for sale
real estate. for rent
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Owner Julia Pozzy
blends her natural
ability with an
uncanny intuition
and guarantees
good matches!
People in
- M;;i=-.....,
Southern
Maine have
come to
trust her
judgement.

• Computers
• Videos
• Mail-In Applications
WE DOUSE:

• A Selective
Screening
Process
• Personal
Interviews
• Confidentiality

883-1003
DATING SERVICE

u.s. Route 1, Scarborough, Me 04074

•

, .

on any large sandWich.

'
I
I

11 a.m. to 2 p.m. thru June 10th
I
only with this coupon.
I
Also try our pizzas salads gyros and spaghetti dinners
,

f
I
I
I
I
OF
I
1373 Washington Ave. at the corner of Allen Ave.,
:
near
Northgate
•
797-9030
•
EAT
IN
OR
TAKE
OUT
I
_________________________
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PORTLAND
HOUSE
PIZZA
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GF PROFESSIONAL,
sober, non-smOking , seeks
the same to share lovely
home near ocean in southem
Maine. CBW Box 282

WE DO NOT USE:

WHY ARE BANANAS SINFULLY DELICIOUS?

OLD PORT ARMS

The forbidden fruit

LOWER EXCHANGE STREET

According to a food authority quoted in the January issue
of Food and Wine magazine,
1989 is to be the year of the
banana, so I thought it might
be time to bone up on bananas.
It's no accident that Woody
Allen chose "Bananas" as the
title of one of his earliest and
silliest movies. To those of us
with sill y minds, there is something just plain funny about a
banana. It's been as much a
staple of American humor as it
has of American breakfasts.
Small wonder. It doesn't take
much in the way of imagination to poke fun at the thing. Its
shape alone is suggestiveenough. Add to that
the zip-off peel tailoredmade for pratfalls. Add
to that banana cream
pies, which have long
been the low-chic face
wear in slapstick. Add
to that monkeys anatu'
ral accompaniment to
bananas.
.
.
A b~nana by Itself IS
a standmg comment on
the human male's sexual prowess. What
stunned me, in flipping
through books on the
subject, is how much
more. sexual bananas
,
are
m
bunch,es.
Breughel
dreamscouldn thavebeenanys

.--_______________________--, more fantastic. The tree is sort
of palmy, with huge droopy
leaves and all that, but from its
center hangs a single stem of
up to 200 bananas, all pointing
skyward. From the bottom of
this cluster, out snakes what
looks for aU the world like a
demon's tail, thick, roughringed, ending in a tip like an
Indian arrowhead. The fruiting tree is lewdness itself, like
some emblem of Satan in the
margins of a medieval manuscript.
No surprise, then, that the
Koran and Hindu scripts name
the banana the fruit Eve was
supposed to keep her hands off
June 2- 3
of. '1n the Hindu religion," says
The Dry Dock
the
"Larousse
GasPortland, ME
tronomique," "there is a leg- .
end in which the banana was
DON'T GET MAD•••GET UPSET! the fruit forbidden to Adam
'--_______________________---' and Eve in the terrestrial paradise, which, according to the
legend, was the island of CeyCough drops covered in lint, receipts
lon (now you know!), where
the parents of the human race
for snowtires and a zillion other
covered
their nakedness with
winter mementoes
banana leaves. This explains
the name of Adam's fig-tree
and Paradise banana, which the
Indians have given to two species of banana." The species of
lurk in the bottom of
banana we're familiar with is
your winter bag.
the Musa sapientum, or Fruit of

LOOKING
FOR

the Wise Men, so known because of the ancient legend that
the sages of India rested-in the
tree's shade and liked to eat its
fruit.
Aside from all this fun stuff,
though, the banana is simply
good food. It's got everything
to please the growing planet:
sugar, starch, vitamins (A, B,
Bl, B12, C, D, E) and minerals
(potassium, sodium, magnesium, calcium, iron). In these
days of carbo hype, it's a terrific source of easily digestible
carbohydrates. It grows readily, springing up from underground suckers, which remain

/'

viable even when partially
dried and transported . The fruit
is apparently immune to insect
pests or worms and its skin is
natural protection against contamination of all sorts. Green
"hands" of bananas travel well
and are easily brought to
ripeness at their destination.
The banana was discovered
as food way back when. It may
have been one of the first plants
worked into the early stages of
primitive agriculture. With the
migration of peoples, the banana was carried from southern Asia westward to Africa
and eastward to the Pacific. The
Portuguese did much to spread
its cultivation in the Americas
but not until the late 19th century was it exported to North
America. In the 1880's it was
still a curiosity and a rare tropical luxury in New York. Since
then bananas have become
such a staple that it's hard to
imagine childhood without it.
In its thoroughly wild state,
the fruit is like a pea pod; there
is no pulp to speak of, only an
outer shell and seeds. People
ate the stems and buds. With
some tinkering however,
people managed to nudge the
fruit in the direction of fleshiness without seeds, until the
bananas and plantains like
those we're familiar with now

were achieved. Although there
are more than a hundred varieties of banana, in our grocery
stores we usually see the Gros
Michel (fat Michael). Sometimes, rarely, thin-skinned ladyfinger bananas and red bananas are offered. "Apple"
bananas and "peach" bananas
I have yet to see.
Bananas take other forms
beside fresh fruit. Banana chips
have become common in health
food stores. Sometimes, too,
dried banana can be found.
Dark-brown, long, gooey and
chewy, they pack a punch of
calories (and have been a passion of mine since1 discovered them during
my Geneva childhood).
Beer has been made
from bananas, and liqueurs and wine and
vinegar. There is banana flour, too, which
apparently resembles
malted milk powder.
Alexander the Great
and his Greeks are said
to have been much
impressed with bananas in all their forms.
Disraeli proclaimed in
a letter to his sister that
"the most delicious
thing in the world is a
banana."
My own special relationship
with bananas began when as a
child my favorite game was
Caveman. As cavemen we
need ed something portable
and indelica te to eat. Our
choices were marshmallows,
which we imagined were dinosaur flesh, and bananas,
which we liked to grunt over.
We chose a sapling to be the
recipient of the skins, which
we left there black and dangling to stiffen with time.
For a while, during late highschool and early college years,
I took to leaving dried bananas
around here and there. (Yes,
the gooey, chewy kind.) It was
one of those high-jinxy things
done to be weird. I left them on
the steering wheels of friends'
cars. One found its way under
to another friend's pillow. An
ex-friend found hers in a cosmetics case. J though it was
funny, or cute, or something. I
left them as tokens, as an edible
form of calling card. Like
Zorro's "Z" they marked my
intrusions. They draped like
Dali clocks all over my landscape. But my stock has run
low since then, so Portland
needn't worry.
B ..nda Chandl•• is a writer who has a
hard time curbing her childish impulses of
all sorts.

CONSIDERATE, responsible male seeking a quiet.
peaceful living space.
Marcus 767-4641

Spacious, quaint, one-bedroom apartments
located in the heart of the Old Port.
Available in mid June. These apartments
have wall to wall carpeting, fully applianced
kitchens and intercom security systems. Rent
is $475 plus utilities. Call Spectrum Inc.
at 797-0223 - weekday mornings 8-12

SHARE HOME. Highland
Lake. VCR. laundry, meals
optional. Non-smoker $325
892-8391
ROOMMATE WANTED
male 30-35, responsible to
share a two bedroom, 1 112
bath apt. in Scarborough .
Sundeck, parking , WI D
hookup, WW carpel. $282
plus utilities. Call 883-5870

Please call 797-0223 Spectrum Inc.

FEMALE roommate wanted
to share three bedroom apt.
in the Eastern Prom . area ,
with professional male 35 .
Full size bed included and
full house privileges. Prefer
non·smoker, but not a must.
Drug free atmosphere guaranteed. $200 monthly. 7752224 after 4.
ROOMMATE wanted, MlF,
with sense of humor, responsible. non·smoker, no
drugs. Share house in Cumberland with yard. deck.
WI D, storage. $213 per
month plus 114 utilities plus
security .
829 - 4124
evenings.

saling

OUTER FOREST AVE. 204 SPRING ST. SpaNear Morrell's corner. Spa- cious modern one bedroom
cious modern two bedroom apt. Recently redecorated.
apartments available. Park- WWC , large kitchen , fully
ing. WID hookup. WIW car- applianced, laundry facility,
pet. fully applianced kitchen, private entrance. ApI. has an
extra storage for larger extra room which could be
items. $550 plus utilities. Call used for a sewing room or
Spectrum Inc. at 797·0223. study. Call Spectrum Inc.
Weekday mornings.
weekday mornings at 797·
0223.

IIhe
fast'lnls:T
Naturall'st'""' -.....
Ih ~
V
SAIL INSTRUCTION and MARINE STUDIES
ALONG COASTAL MAINE

NEED FURNITURE? Why
not rent with option to buy.
TVs, furniture and appli·
ances from Rent-A-Set. Elm
SI. Topsham, ME. 729-<5637
COLOR MACINTOSH
IICX computer. 4 meg RAM,
80 MEG drive. New. Inquiries
774-9299

Cd Pt. Michael P. O'Connor
THE COASTING NATU RALIST

YOU
+ GIVE MASSAGES?
+ REPAIR CARS?

MAC PLUS computer.
Three months old with new
warranty and System Saver.
$1300. Call 879-Q956

ALDEN single ocean scull .
blue. New oars (1988), 1986
boat. Excellent condition .
Ready to row. Great for beginner. $1200 or best offer.
($1850 new) Call 772-6953

+ SELL HOUSES?
+ SHRINK HEADS?

+ TUNE PIANOS?
• PLANT BULBS?

child care
EXPERIENCED professlonal Nanny seeking parttime employment In Scarb. to
Portland area. Own transportatlon and lots of references. C~II 883-1473, leave
message If no answer.

musIc
VOICE LESSONS offered
by European·trained classical singing teacher and per·
former. My work focuses on
vocal technique. interpretation and breathing and body
awareness. Christina Astrachan 772-8031 .

Ij,Jlfitfl"
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+ PET SIT?
• TEACH ITALIAN?

+ SING AND DANCE?

LYNDA BARRY and
• HIRE SCIENTIsr5?
·Ernie Pook Comeek Fans·,
(207) 772·8886
now is the time to get on our
+ PLAY GIGS?
mailing list. We carry all the
574 Congress St.
TI ME in spacious studio
books, T-shirts, and posters
(Above Record Land)
Downtown Portland 2000 sq.
created by Lynda Barry .
ft. Ideal for actors. dancers,
+ VIDEO WEDDINGS?
761-8084
Send your name and
yoga classes , etc. Piano
address to: Mad Poodle, Box
and tape deck available . STUDENT PART-TIME . VARIETY Storel Delivery . 99093- CB , Seattle WA .,
Phone 774-5154 or 775- Portland advertising agency Two positions. Position 1 98199-0093
Choose Casco Bay
needs all around Person Fri· Food prep, cashier, stock.
3390. Low rates.
Weekly as a vehicle for
day for courier duties, deliv· Flexible schedule. involves EPSON EQUITY I IBM
delivering the message
TRI.cOUNTY Dog Training
ery. light and heavy. house· weekends. Position 2 - compatible, 2 internal disk
about your business
Club offers obedience
keeping, some heavy lifting Same as above and includes drives .
256K ,
mono
to the Portland area's
classes in Portland for beand occasional front desk delivery of take out foods . keyboard, Amdek amber
most active readers.
ginner and advanced dogs.
duties. Possibly of some as· Must have transportation
monitor. Also, Brother 15XL
Ourreaderswantquality
Puppy classes are also
sistance to Art dept includ- and proof of insurance. leiter quality printer w/tractor
service and professionals
available . Sessions start
ing work on stat camera. Hourly wage . tips and feed, and Word Perfect
they can 1rust. Help then
every few weeks. Call 688find you in the CBW
4737
CASCO BAY Montessori Need very responsible, neat mileage reimbursement. Ap· software. Alilittle·used. $800
School summer programs person with dependable car. ply in person : Harbor View together. but pieces
Classlneds.
I"I'I'''~HP'!~''~~I''!''I_
featuring arts , nature and We offer flexible 10-15 hour Variety 171 York St. Port- available separately. Call'l~
Willing
to
weekly
schedule.
dance. Five consecutive 2
land, Maine.
rGa....;ry~a:;t.;,7,;.75-:.:.680:.:.:1.:a:;fte:r.:5~._~=======;;;;;:.
• -- - week sessions 6119 through adjust around school
8/2S. For information call
schedule. Potentialforaddi·
tional hours during school
799-2400
NEED A SECOND in·
holidays or summer. Call ACTIVISTS: Are you
DiMillo's Marina, l ong Wharf
P.O. Box. 7572 • Port land, ME 041 11-

DESIGN CONCEPTS Co.
State wide personal design
consultants for new home
construction. Currently has
for sale, new 2,500 sq . ft.
hand crafted mahogany contemporary home in nice
country neighborhood. Just
20 miles to coast, commute
to the AugustalWatervilie
area (207) 426-9118

SHAPE UP - Personalized
fitness programs designed
for your special needs. We
cater to the occasional
walker, to the dedicated
athlete, making exercise
enjoyable and fun . Call
Alternative
Recreation_
Unlimited at 774·9166

+ PULL TEETH?
+ DEAL ANTIQUES?

FOR SALE: Brand new PA
system. Ross speakers.
Sunn amp, bought for $2000
will sacrifice for $1400 or BO.
Call Sam 836-33 t 0

8 FOOT POOL table , slate
bed, Belgium balls, triangle
and diamond, wall rack, 7
sticks. 2 crutches , brush,
shaker and pills. $900. Call
666·3080 anytime

FOr Brochure and InformJtion;

DO
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775-6601

HELP WANTED 2 parttime positions. Knowledge of
natural foods preferred.
Morning Glory Natural Foods.
Brunswick - contact Susan
. 729-0546

concemed about the political
environment in Maine? Join
the Maine People's Alliance
in our fight for environmental
and consumer protection !
Hours 2-10pm. Training and
benefits . Call laurie.

We are to
looking
to addstaff.
one sharp
cookie
our sales
Call
Marg 775-6601 or send resume.

CASCO BAY WEEKLY
187 Clark Street, Portland, ME 04102

I;J ~ ·t-l:;]!IiPA

come? One time sale produces perpetual monthly income. No inventory, no collections . Earn while you
sleep! Jim PO Box 1204
Westbrook, ME 04092. Provide your name and phone
number
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for in ad·
vance. We accept cash, personal checks,
money orders, VISA and MASTERCARD.
Consult the RATES in the coupon to determine the cost of your ad. FOUND items are
listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for
all types pf class~ied advertiSing is Monday
at 12:00 noon for the following Thursday's
edition. Ads received after the deadline will
be run starting with the next issue. CBWwill
not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual
SE!fVices for money or goods, or ads with
purely sexual content. CBWwili not print full
names, street addresses or phone numbers
in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST
either provide a Post Office Box number in
their ad our use the CBW BOX SERVICE
(rate information in AD FORM). All information pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON
advertisers is kept stricdy confidential. Casco
Bay Weekly reserves the right to categOrize,
refuse or edit ads due to inappropriate contenl, etc. CBWshall not be liable for errors of
omissions in, or a failure to insert, any advertisement for which it may be responsible,
beyond actual space ocrupied by the ad in
which error, omission or failure to insert occurred. ClaSSified ads are not refundable.

:
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Classifl8d Ads(s) please
use the business rate.
And thank you for
choosing Ca~co Bay Weekly

Up to 30 words
31-45 words
46-60 words
Each Add'l word
CBW Box Service

Individual
$5.00
7.00
9.00
.15
3.00

Business
$7.00
9.00
t 1.00
.21
5.00

MESSAGE: ___________________________________________

1

Classified Department
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

All charges are p., w. .k

the caw

campleleing his
form. Write legibly
or type. and use
additional paper
if necessary.

cMisco FSAYWEELKEi.y:
Not for publication: We need the following information
to print your ad. h will be held in strict confidence.

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CITY _______________________
STATE ________ ZIP CODE _________
DAYTIME PHONE __________________
PAYMENT:
'PREFERRED CATEGORY:
----------BASIC RATE (from above)
+ _ _ EXTRA WORDS AT _ _ ¢ EACH
CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)
SUBTOTAL
,
,

NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN
TOTAL ENCLOSED

TOTAL WORDS: _ __

Check _ _ Money Order _ __
Mastercard ____

Visa _ __

Credit Card , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

+---+-----

Expiration Date

=----

11_-----

'--------------_---1'- ----------__________________________-_-_--_-_-_-_-_______________________________ ,
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FINE ART MURALS and
canvases painted in oil, by
commission. Choice of
sizes , styles and subject
matter is negotiable. Enhance your home, office,
lobby or corporate space.
Call D.H, Laughlin 207-7938058
HAIL MARY TYPING I
Service. Don't 'pass' this
up!! Will type your resumes,
term papers, law briefs, personalized multiple letters,
Engineering reports, plays
and scripts. I type nearly
100 words per minute. Quick
turn around time. Pickup and
delivery available. Call 7745410

..

PLU M B-1 T. Greene's
Plumbing and Heating. Free
estimates, fully licensed and
insured. 892-4971 or 7744333

PRECISION PAINTING
by Casso Trim and windows,
intricate work, paint and
stain, wood finishing, complete homes. References
786-0071
COLLEGE STUDENT with
truck available to do odd
jobs. Very handy and can fix
most anything . Excellent
references. Call anytime,
night or day. 797-7126

PLUMBING and heating
repairs, service, installation,
REPAIR your credit rating!
renovations, new additions,
commercial and residential. Send $5 for guaranteed reFree estimates. Reasonable port to Total Financial Sucrates, Master plumber. In- cess Publications, PO Box
sured. Ouellette's Plumbing 6486 Portland, ME 04102
and Heating. 797-4859,

ilLWIl YS IIVAlLA.BLE
CLEIlNIN6

• Re,;id,mtial
• Vacant Apartments and Hallways •

-.

879-0093

I

Town & Country Upholstery

~

y

Stephen Scott
868 Broadway
South Portland, ME 04106

779-2291

o

Paul Aiken
Plumbing and Heating
New Construction· Renovation Repair
Remodeling & Small Jobs Welcomed

878·3211

Portland, Maine

Reliable Service
Licensed & Insured

TOM
SOUTHERN

.

-.

Asbestos
Removal

Work, the way
you would like
to have it done.

Safa • Prompt. Low Rates
EPA CertKled • Free Estimate
State Licensed
Port City
Asbestos Abatement
Call us and BREATHE EASY

772-7725

767·0873

• Carpenter. Builder +

8BAOOllND

BALLOONS h. ,
&TUNESll,f~

J' ~ From
,~
THE BAllOON GIRU

;~

Susie 'Fran' Higgins
Wells Thru Boothbay Harbor

"

• :
I

SAME DAY DELIVERY
'AINays In Good Taste'

,

781-2500

~

.;

ThUILDERS
SPEClALlSf IN DECKING
• con temorary
• cabinetry & carpentry
• building & reJllodeling

871-0255' 772-1761

WANTED:
PURE DRINKING WATER
• PROBLEM. Drinking
water supplies are
becoming contaminated
• SOLUflON: MULllPURE 1M systems guaranteed to remove chlorine,
bacteria and chemicals
.OPPORTUNrIY:
Distributors needed!

772-6740
~

~

,,

.
j
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ome services
OVER WORKED? Let
someone else clean your
house. Responsible, experienced duo will get the job
done. Weekly or bi-weekly
cleaning available. Call 8835833

f

.

HOUSE SlnlNO position
sought by professional
woman . Experienced caretaker of dogs, cats, plants
and older homes. Excellent
references upon request.
Call Ms. Valentine at 7752655

INNOVATIVE and compassionate therapist offers
ongoing individual and astrological
counseling,
dreamwork and psychotherapeutic bodywork. I work
holisticly, creatively, sensiONE TO ONE tutoring ser- tively to facilita1e growth and
vices. Elementary teacher healing. Deborah Vallance
with 6 years experience R.N., M.S. Ed. 775-1230.
available to tutor (summer or Please leave message.
year round). Excellent references. 846-6654 Andrea.
LIFE READINGS channeling and traditional therapy
for empowenment for people
AMBITIOUS ADULT in transition. Barbara Bartlearners seeking degrees ley, M. A. Certified Reiki
wanted: to begin, continue, Practitioner. Center for New
or complete BSBA or BSAC. Age Studies, Thompsons
Attractive credit transfer Point Portland. 775-7135 or
policy. Call Husson College 802- 436-2355
South - 774-2895, or visit
222 St. John Street.
WORKSHOP: In Core EnCERAMIC CLASSES for ergetics: Anger, Aggression
children ages 5-10. Learn and Grounding. Is anger
hand building and glazing frightening? Too much? Too
techniques. Educational and little? Grow up in a family
fun! Saturday mornings or where anger wasn't allowed
Monday aftemoons, Wood- or displayed in a frightening
ford area. Call 774-6829
way? Frustrated? Depressed? Join us! June 17
BASIC
B/W photo Pam Chubbuck is an expert
classes. Darkroom rentals. on working with these isCall Anmand at 773-3434.
sues. 846-0800

GUITAR LESSONS Now
accepting students. I teach
all levels and styles. Realize
your potential while having
fun. Call Jeff at 772-0208

.JOURNAL WORKSHOP
with Alfred DePew. Mondays,
7-9 pm. June 5-July 10. For
beginners and those who
want to deepen and expand
their journals. Also: MEN'S
JOURNAL WORKSHOP.
Tuesdays, 7-9 pm. To
explore men's issues. Both
workshops 6 sessions.
$100. To register, call 7753708. Leave message.

HOUSESITTER looking
for long term (not just a
weekend) situation. Available mid--April. Professional
non-smoking female , will
care for pets and plants.
Very neat and very responsible. If you're going away,
have the security of knowing
your home will be protected
and cared for. Have been
housesitting all winter. Recommendations available.
Call Kate after 5:00, 7750343

SUMMER FUN! Have a
psychic party! Also private
readings - Teaching - Workshops - Channeling. Call
Audrey 775-7135 Center for
New Age.

DYNAMICS OF .JOY
Love, Eros and Sexuality. An
experiential Core Energetic
workshop. July 22 and 23
with Pam Chubbuck 846OBOO

«

Train for cateers in

.C"UI;3C ........

.:S

-TRAVEL AGENCI.ES
TRAINING

•FlNANCtAL AIO AVAIL.
.JOB PLACEMENT ASSfT.
A.C.T. TRAVEL SCHOOl
Nat'1 hdqlrs, p~o Bch. FL

1968 V4 SAAB delux
Runs and looks good.
Classic lines. $700. 2830753 after 6 pm.

AUDI 5000S 1981. AC ,
CC, sunroof, Alpine sou~d,
new
battery , new transmisGONE WITH THE WIND
Michael Lyden, manager of sion , luxurious, $2500. 1975
the Hoyts Nickelodeon Volvo sedan, automatic, new
Cinemas, Portland, an- engine , exhaust, tires,
nounces the re-issue of the brakes, battery, great body,
50 year old classic in im- dependable. $1200 967proved color. June 2. Details 4295.
772-4022
LOVE YOUR country .. .
but fear your government?
Join the Ubertarian Party 1800-682-1776. Maine volunteers needed.
BALLOON
FLIGHTS
Gay'! L••blan?
Reservations made now
Join thouS(lnds. of lesbian. and gay
men in Moine. Subtcrib. to OUr
mean reduced fares for
'or-r, For he lO'!'Pie and .ubsummer and fall flightsl Call
scn~on info.P,ock lmoiled in a
Poin en.ope) write 10:
for details. HOT FUN 761 1735. 'Something's up ...
O u r ' - Dept. Z
•
P.O.Box )Oi'~4
make it you!'

rec-

Po,tland, Moine 041001(

YOUNG FEMALE writer, early 20s,
new to Portland, seeks male companion,
20-30. If you see yourself in the ideas of
Ralph Waldo Emerson, if you identified
with Stephen Dedalus in Portrait of the
Artist as a Young Man, then we have a
commomn bond . CBW Box 285

If you have placed an lid in the Casco Bay Weekly pe1'SOftals your
ad. Is automackally entered In tbe PERSONAL OF TIl E WE.EK contest
(or due weO.. We.-e kxJIr.lng (01' ads that: .-e creathre. witty and fun.
Wlnnen wUl receive their tkkelll In the mall
L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--'

SWM 29, If you are 21-31,
and you are honest, loving,
caring , compassionate, sincere, fun-loving, fairly humble, faithful, attractive, cuddiy, realistic, and you enjoy
long walks, long talks, and
lifes simpler pleasures, then
perhaps we should meet? I
know who I'm looking for, but
do you want to be found? I'm
willing to do my part, yours
starts with a letter and a
photo please. See you soon.
MASSAGE THERAPY
Experience significant mus- CBWBox264
cular release with licensed
practitioner, Stu Phillips. LF, 34, well educated, interApplied techniques reveal esting , active, in need of socalmness underneath bound cial stimulation seeks like
energy and pain . 1.5 hour minded others for summer
activities . Boating, beach ,
sessions. 666-3830
music/art, etc. CBW Box 279
YOUNG FEMALE writer,
M I DW I FE. Services early 20s, new to Portland,
include prenatal care , seeks male companion, 205nutrition
counseling , 30s . If you see yourself in
homebirth, pap smears. Call the ideas of Ralph Waldo
for free consultation visit. Emerson, if you identified
Heidi Fillmore-Patrick, 657- with Stephen Dedalus in
3180.
Portrait of the Artist as a
Young Man, then we have a
common bond. CBW Box 285

RENAULT FUEGO 1982,
tOO thousand miles, PS, PB,
5 speed. New tires, resonator, alternator, battery,
brakes. Immaculate interior
and exterior. No rust. Excellent shape. Going to school
must sell. $1500. Evenings
772-3037

CHEVY CAVALIER 1986 1986 VOLVO DL wagon .
34,000 miles, one ow~er . AlC , am/fm cassette, cruise
Two door, five speed, white. control, 25,500 miles. Like
New: front brakes and tires, new. Snow tires included.
rear shocks, muffler, tune- $12,000. 799-1510.
up, sticker. Lifetime rustproofed. Runs great. $3900 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE
or best offer. Call 772-7831
1977 convertible. Looks
great, runs great. The car
CLASSIC CAR 1951 has been taken care of and
Lincoln Cosmopolitan. Rare. is in excellent condition.
One owner. White walls. $2,450 or BRO. 729-8046
Power windows, seats. Baby
blue with 101S of chrome. ISUZU TROOPER 11,4
"Suicide" doors. Luxury car
wheel drive, 1985. Low miles,
of another era. Collector's 30,000, AMlFM stereo caspiece. In remarkably good sette, new radials, muffler,
shape. $3000 firm. Call 775- HD battery, roof rack, relo0985. Leave name, number cating must sell I Asking
on machine.
$6,900. Call 797-7128 .

notices

~

• RYTHMICAL MASSAGE
a combination of therapeutic
massage modalities using
various oils and ointments,
to achieve your personal
needs.
• Relieve mental and
physical stress, and tension,
relax and tone muscles,
improve joint mobility, and
integrate body, mind and
spirit.
An
appropriate
complement to counseling
and other therapies. Gift
cetificates available.
Linden Thigpen, certified
massage 1herapist. New
Images 142 High st. (across
from Sonesta), Room 515.
By appointment 775-4010.

."

Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!

OPENING the HEART
Meditation is a way of developing basic friendship toward oneself and others and
creating harmony and
compassion in daily life. Five
Tuesdays, beginning June
13,7:15 pm in Yarmouth. Call
Carroll Dunn at 846-0764 after 6. ($30)

WOMEN: Does being in
love mean being in pain?
Learn how to change dysfunctional relationship patterns. Therapy group now
DRAWING CLASSES forming based on 'Women
with Greg Parker. Landscape Who Love Too Much." For indrawing on location in Port- formation call 871-9256
land area. Sundays 10am to
3pm for four weeks starting
REDUCE STRESS and
June4. Rain dates reschedimprove your posture. Rolf
uled. $100. Also, figure
body therapy, 158 Danforth
drawing in my studio at 317
St., call for free consultation,
Cumberland Ave. Portland,
774-3175 . Give yourself a
on Wednesday nights 6-9pm
lift!!
for six weeks starting June
7. Models for each class included. $125 . Both classes
open to students at all levels
of experience. $25 deposit.
For information call 77419B1 AUDI 5000 Sun0751.
roof,
air,
Alpine
stereo/cassette, cruise con trol. New automatic transmission, battery, sticker.
115,000 highway miles .
$3500. Call Maureen 9674295 mornings, 772-4937
after 1 pm.

HOME

,

-
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bod & soul

biz services

TOYOTA 1983 Camry, excellent condition . 90
thousand miles, $2800. Call
786-8825
CHEVY CHEVETTE 1984
4-door hatchback, 75,000
miles. Asking $1600 or best
offer as is. Clean car with
regular maintenance. New
muffler, rear shocks . Call '
854-1580, leave message
SAAB 900S 1982, four
door, five speed, 85,000
miles, sunroof, air, pw, navy
blue metallic. Immaculate,
runs and drives beautifully.
Going to grad. school.
$4,300. Call 871-0033

SWM LOOKING for a
SWF to share the outdoors
and cuddle with. Would like
her to be 35 to 40. Must be
gentle and like walking on
the beach, holding hands
and cuddling . Long term
relationship possible. Please
send phone number and
photo if possible. Send to
CBW Box 281
HI! TO REACH the places
of your dreams, you must
find a friend to guide you,
then travel together helping
each other. SWM - young thirtysomething, 5'10', 160
Ibs, looking for someone
special inside her soul, outer
decor unimportant except for
smile! So write and tell me
about yourself and I'll write
back. Have a great day.
CBWBox277.
WHO PLACES Person to
Person ads in Casco Bay
Weekly? Ordinary people
like you, who've discovered
it's one of the most safe,
fun, easy ways for singles to
meet eachother

Responses to advertisers using CBW Box
Service should be sent to : Casco Bay
Weekly, CBW Box # _ ,187 Clark Street,
Portland, Maine 04102. Letters will be
forwarded to boxhoiders twice a week.
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FARE GAME
2.

"Maple syrup" (example 1)
comes from Vermont, which
means that it should have been set
in the rustic typeface that looks
like tree limbs (example 6), Of
course, that means you'll have to
change "chow mein," too, and all
the rest of the fare, which is the
name of the game.
Fill in the blanks below.

SRLlSBURY STERI1

4, ·mC~SS~H~
5,

cl?l~i CoN eARN&:

f;~@W ME~~

,

6.

5) _ _ __
6) _ _ __
7) _ _ __
8) _ _ __

9,

\!iflDnL
••• j:
• "\U'
oJ- ~'
•••
~""
...

"1'" :....

9)

10)----

10,:

11) _ _ __
12) _ _ _ _

: '.:

'....

ARnST!

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?

12.

o

'l'bis

SOLUTION TO REAL PUZZLE

#20

1) Plymouth
2) Cadillac
3) Corvette
4) Buick (1955)
5) Pontiac
6) Thunderbird (1955)
7) Thunderbird (1963)
8) Edsel
9) Chevrolet
10) Buick (1963)

First prize goes to Da vid Eckert
of South Portland. Second goes to
Lynn Matyas of Portland.

Yes there have been over 900 responses to
lh~ personals placed in Casco Bay Weekly .
Send in your Person to Person message
to casco Bay Weekly 187 Clark St.
ponland,ME 04102

r:m J1 iGl11i'i'i*_
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still srne
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1989 United Feature Syndicate.

-Generic Arlist".
For actual visual tune
inlO ·Oulon the Town

Each week for six weeks Channel 24 along with
Casco Bay Weekly and WCLZ will be giving you
three clues to help you identify this masked
marauder. Unmask the identity of all six: local
artists and get your entries to us in time for the
Old Port Festival on June 11. All correct entries
will be eligible for prizes galore, including the
Grand Prize, an extravagant weekend
"Out on the Town."

11. borscht

If so there could be a $20 gift
certificate for Alberta's in it for

The Real Puzzl. '22
Casco Bay Weekly
1 B7 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102

THAT

3.POPCOHH

1) _ _ __
2) _ _ __
3) _ _ __
4) _ _ __

you (first prize). Or tickets for two
aboard the Longfellow Cruise
Lines (second prize). Winners will
be selected from among the correct entries by a random drawing.
Con testants are ineligible to win
more than one prize in a four-week
span, and only one entry is allowed per contestant.
All entries for this week's Real
Puzzle must be received by noon
Wednesday, June 7. The solution
to this week's Real Puzzle wi\l
appearin the June 15 issue of Casco
Bay Weekly. Send your best guess
to:

NAME

Tune into "Out on the Town"
for a visual clue. Portland's show case
for local artists and entertainment, airs
7 p,m. weeknights 10 p.m. Tuesday &
Thursday nights.
Send your 6 guesses to: Channel 24.
For a recap of previous clues, tune in Friday nights.
P.O. Box 446 DTS, Portland, Maine 04101 or
bring them to our booth at the Old Port Festival

UCLZ

Schedule

ernie pook's COrn!~~.

Critic's Choices
1 rou
Grand Oluston

2 FRI

3 SAT
4 SUN
5MON

Night at the
Movies Evenings
1 rou
Isadora

6TUE
7 WED

The Sbooting
Hlrosblma Mon Amour
UmbertoD
Sally oj/be Sawdust
The Hairy Ape
Open City

2FRI

Lady oj Burlesque
Alpbaville
A Star is Born
5MON St. Marttn's Lane
6TUE
The Perils oj Pauline
7 WED Frieda
3 SAT
4 SUN

\\\

When was the last time you met
someone who blew you away?
Don't leave it to chance. Let us introduce you [0
someone special. Selectively. Thoughtfully. Cheerfully.
Being single in Maine can
'I!ie Pe:rscnaf
be fun again. \Nhy wait ~fi
any longer? Call
DIu(',
The Personal1buch.
31 El<d1ange St. Fl:nland. M[04101
713·1688

MARTIN ENTERPRISES
D~
SERVICE
C,D. TUNES - Muzac for all
occasions. Private parties wakes - Bar Mitzvahs .
Cheap rates (under $100)
Call 879-0167

1.MA~L~ SYkU~

for Amateurs &-Professionals
3 - Hour Black & White ·Processing
Custom Enlarging
120 & 220 Developing

MINUTE
PHOTO
INC.
37 Ocean Street, South Portland
767-2007 Bill Ciccarone

157 Middle Street (Old Port)

761-2882 Debbie Dolan

--

-

Casco Bay Weekly
is one year old and is
now distributing 20,001 papers
from Saco to Topsham.
Be sure to pick up next
Thursday's Casco Bay Weekly
as

WEE

K

becomes

L

Y

